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252. Depending on the radiation properties, a bodyTHERMAL will be opaque when,
(a) t=1;p=a=0 (b) a=0: (t +p)=1
(C) T-0, (a * p)= l (d) p =0; (t + a) = 1

TNPSC AE2013

RADIATION Nagaland PSCCTSE 2017 Paper-2
Ans. (d) Opaque body-When no irradhation 1s

transmitted through thebody, it is called opaque body.
For opaque body

P=0
So, +T=|

Gray body-A gray body 1s delined as a body whose
absorptivity or a surace does not vary with varatiom in
temperature and wavclength oftheincidentradiation.
253. A gray body is one whose absorptivity

3. Heat Transfer by Radiation a) varicS wIlh tenperalure
(6) varies wilh wavelength ol incident ray
(C) varies with temperature and wavelength of

incident ray
249. The ratio of the emissive power and absorptive

Thie tat periecy DlaCkbody

SS ()Stefan's lawWien
law

(d) does not very with either temperature or
wavelength of incident ray

(e) is equal its emissIVitylaw

(d) Planck's aw
BPSC AE 2012 Paper - V

CGPSC AE 2014 -I1

SJVN ET 201

1E 2015||Ans. (d): A gray body is one whose absorptivity does Vary
HPPSCLECL, 2016||with erthertemperatureofwavelength ofincidentray.

Ans (a) : Kirchhoff's law- The rati0 of the emissive| 254. The total radiation leaving asurtace per unt

SC LE

pOwer to absorptive power of all bodies is the same and
1s equal to the emissive power ot perfectly blackbody. e and per unit area is called

aTraaoSny
(c) radiation intensity (d) black body radiation

(b) shape factor

Constant TNPSC 2019
Ans. (a) : Radiosity () The total thermal radiation
energy leaving a surface per unit lime per unt area is
known as radiosity.

E

250. Which of the following is not the characteristics
ofPlanck's black body radiation distribution
(a) As temperalure increases, the peak ot the

curve shilt towards higher wavelength
(b) Spectral emissive power varies continuously

with the change in wavelength
()ATa 8ven waveiengt, as Temperatrure 255. What is the value of shape factor for two

inereases, emissive power also Inereases
(d) Total emissive power is proportional to T

imitted energy + Retlected part of incident.

Retlected (pG)

Emitted energy (E)

ininite parallel Surtaces separated by a

distanceX?
(a) U

(c) 1

KES LCTURER 16.01.2016 (b) Inlinile
(d)

.
Ans (a) According to the characteristics of Plancks
black body radiation distribution as temperature
increases,the peak of the curve shift towards higher
wavelengn
251. The total heat radiation from a black body per

second per unit area is proportional to (Where
Tis an absolute temperature).,

A

TNPSC 2019
JPSC AE PRE 2019

RPSC Vice Prineipal tl 2013
BPSCAE Mains 2017 Paper - V

UKPSC AE 2012 Paper-

:The infinite parallel planes with the
assumption that leakage of radiation from space

s.

T (d) between them is zero.
HPPSC AE 2018|

Ans. (a): Stefan Boltzmann aw-According to|
Stelan-Boltzmann law, the amount ol Kadiation emitlcd
per unit timefrom an area of a black body at absolute

temperature T is directly proportional to the fourth
power of the temperature.

* Plane are flat so,Q=o
QT F-1-Fwhere G 15 Stetan'sconstant= 5.67x10Wim"k



256. A greybody is one whose absorptivity
a) varies with temperature

(c) inverSe square law

(a soiar constant
(b) varies with wavelength ofincident ray ESE 2019
(c) varies with temperature and wavelength ofAns. (a): The blackbody model with a temperature of5900

K IS a gOOd approXimation to measured solar radiation.
(d) doesnotaryith temperature and 261. Inwhich type of collector is solar radiation

focused into the absorber from the top, rather

ineidentray is a

wavelength of incident ray
UKPSC AE 2007 Paper-J than from the bottom?

Ans. (d): Gray body is hypothetical body like black
DOdy which enerey dlagram arevery temperarure ana
wave lenglh just like with blackbody.
EmissiIvity and absorptivIty or Bray bouy Ans. (d): Compound parabolie
necessarily bellow one, bul 1s does not vary wI 262. A flat plate collector is 150 cm wide and 180 cm
temperature and wavelength of incident ray.
57, Stefan 5oltzmann law is expressedas

(a) o.
(C) Eo(AT)""

(a) Fresnel lens (b) Paraboloidal
(C) Concenlrating (d) Compoud parabolic

ESE 2020

high and Is oriented such that t 1S

perpendicular to the sun rays. Its active area is

90% of the panel size. If it is in a location that
receives solar insulation of l00U W/m peak, the
peak power delivered to the area of thee

collector will be

(d) EoT
UKPSC AE 2007 Paper -

Ans. (a): According to Stefan Boltzman's emissive
power ol black body is direculy proportional to forth|
power of absolute temperature of body

(a) 1.23 kW
(c) 4.46 kW

(b) 2.43 kW

(d) 6.26 kw

E, oTor |E, = Gl| ESE2020
Ans. (b) : Arca ot ne tat 2
150X|8U270u C .',"
Solar insolation = T000 Wim= 1000*2.7x0.90

where gStelan Boltzman's constant

G5.67x10*
m-

258. With usual notations, for black body

and 00U.92.45 kW
263. A surface having high absorptance for

(a) a-0.T=0, p =1 (b) a=1,T0, p =0 shortwave radiation (less than2.5 um)and a
(C) 1, T=1,p=0 (d) None ofthe above low emittance of long-wave radiafion (more

than 2.5 um), is called
(a) Absorber
(c) Selective

UKPSCAE2007 Paper -II
(b) EmitterAns. (b): a=1,t=0, p =0
(d) BlackAbsorptivity (a) raction ot incident radiation

dosorbed
raction of incident radiationl|AnS. (C): Sclective

ESE 2020

Reflectivity ()
264. A room window (consisting of a vertical sheet

0T pane ASSeposeto areet sunsnne at a

strength0t TO0u wm. Ihe Indow is pointing
duc south, While the sun Is in the southwest,
30 above the hori7on. Estimate the amount o
solar energy in Wim reflected by the Window:

Assume glass to be gray with p (reflectivity)=

rellected.
Transmittivity () Fraction of incident radiation

ransmiuCd
259. Two long parallel surfaces cach of emissivity. are maintained at difterent temperatures

and accordingly have radiation heat exchange
between them. It is desired to reduce 75% of
the radiant heat transfer by inserting thin |

parallel shields of emissivity 1 on both sides.
The number of shields should be:
(a) 2

(c)3

. D8.

(a)
(C) 612.3

(b) 490
(d) 61.2

BIIEI, ET 2019

Ans. (a): 49
OPSC AEE2019 PAPER-I265. A wave of radiation falls on a body. 35% of the

radiation is rellected back. If transmissivity of
the body is 0.25, then emissivity is:

Ans:(C) : Since emissivity 'Eol bolh surlaces and
shield are same and equal to 0.i Kadiation shields
TCauces rauiaron SO raalauOn CxCnange m
presence or n snield, (C) U.40 (

BHEL ET2019
ins. (c): Given-transmissivity t= 0.2

reflectivity B =0.35
1+1|. 1

Where E and E are emissive power of long parallel *t=l
Surfaces,
260. A g0od approximation of the measured solar||=-0.60= 0.40 (according to Kirchof's law o

spectrum is made by
(a) black-body energy distribution
(6) Planck's energy distribulion

u+0.35 +0.25 = 1

themal radiation.)

255

05ijan umar fiu



266. An electrie flat-plate square heater of sides 10 Fi2=0.375
cm provides 100 W power from each side. IfAceording to the summaton rule,
the heater is assumed black, its temperature is ||Fu+ Fin=l
approximately:
(a) 648° C

(c) 6480 K
648 K

(d) 6480" C

Fu1-F12=1-0.375
062S

BIIEL ET 2019|0 e oTSolar constant is

(b) 2.56l kW/m*
(d) 9.089 kWim*
Gujarat PSC AE2019

Ans :(a): Value ofsolar comstantis 1.357kW/m
270. In a radioactive heat transfer, a gray surface is

(a) 357 kW/im*

(c) 5.61 kW/m*Ans. (b) : Area =10 cm x 10 cm
= 100 cm = 100 x 10 m
Q=100 W

E=EoAT
for block body le=
100= 1 x 5.67 x10 x 100 x 10" xT
100-567x 1012

one
(a) Which appears gray to the eye
(b) Whose emissivily is independent of

wavelength
(c) Which has retlectivity equal to zero
(d) Which appears equally bright from all

100
T

567x10
T=0.17636 x 10
T=$0.17636 x10

T=648K

airceuons

Gujarat PSCAE 2019

Ans : (5): In a radioactive heal transler a gray surlace

' ne rate of energy emission from unit surface SVI 1s indcpendent ol wavelength.

area through unitsold angle, along a normal
mal 271. Emissivity of perfectively black body is

(b) T(a)
(c) infiniteTransmissIvity

d
(d) .5
Gujarat PSC AE 2019(C) KetCcvy

OPSC AEE 2019 PAPER-IAns : (b): The emissivity e Is unity for black body
Ans (d): The rate of energy emission lrom unit peect emirer
surlacearea through unit solid angle, along a normal to||Absorptivity' and emissivityE are equal in value so
the surtace,Isknownas intensity of radiation.
268. At the centre of hollow sphere (Surface 1) of 2 |black body 1s unity.

m diameter a solid cylinder otm diameter| 272. Two spheres A and B of same material have
andlength each is placed (Surface 2), what will
be the view factor Fiií

aosopuvIty or Diack boay 1S unity Decause emSSiviy or

radim and m and temperature 4000 K and
2000 K respectively. Which one of the following
statements is correct
he energY radiated by sphere A is
(a) greater than that of sphere BB

(6) less than that ofsphereB
(c) cqual to that ol sphere B
(d) equal to double that of sphere B

(a) p.3

(c) 0.625
(6) 1

(dO0.75
OPSC AEE 2019 PAPER -11

75

Ans:(c):Given:Diameler ofsphere (D)-Im
Diameler ofcylinder (d)=0.5 m
Lengih ol cylinder (L)=0.5m

Gujarat PSC AE 2019
_TNPSCAE 2017

Ans : (c): E A opT( Az O, T2

EbL4Xl-xo, x4000

b2 4Tx4* xGb X 2000"

F2

(Cylinderis completely enclosed with sphere)
From reciprocity thcorem
Aj Pi2Az F21

73. The thermal radiations oceur in the portion of
electromagnetie spectrum between the
wavelengths
(a) 10 micron to 10 micron
(b) 10 micron to 10 micron
(C) 0.I micron to lo micron
(d) 10 micron onwards

ndl.+2d4
F2 F21=

(D

0.5x0.5 BPSC AE Mains 2017 Paper - V

KPSCAE 2007P'aper -0.5x0.5++
Fi2 x IIAns:(c):0.1 micron to 10 miero.

250

6ijan dRumar fiu



(d)274. The emissive power of a black body is P. If its
absolute temperature is doubled, the emissive|
puwr Decomes

(C) arca lime

BPSC AE 2012Paper
|Ans: (d): The total emissivity poweris defined as the|
total amount of radiation emitted by a blackbody per(b)

d)
4P

8P 16P Lnnt ime.
BPSC AE Mains2017 Paper- |277. The emissive power of a body depends upon its

Ans : (d): As emisSive power, E a T a temperature
(6) wavclcngh
Cphysical nature
(d) all of the above

So,
T

BP'SC AE 2012Paper-
275. Tw long parallel plutes of same emissivityd.5|Ans: (d) : The emissive power of a body depends upon

re ma neu a ereeperares anaits.
have radiation heat exchangebetween them. A||
radiationshield of emissivity 0.25 placed in the ||
middle will reduce radiation heat exchange to

cmperalurc
wavelength

pnysical nalurc
278. A perfeet blackbody is one which

is hluck in coloura 1sDiack
(a) (b)

4

(c0 (d)
ransSmits ain heat radiations

(a) is Tuny opajuBP'SC AE Mains 2017 P'aper - V|
TRBPolytechnie Lecturer 2017
RPSC: VicePrincipal TT1 2018 Ans:(a):A blackbody relers lo an opaque thal emits

BP'SC AE2012Paper-V

thermal adiation.. A perfectly black body 1s one that
absorbs al ncomng ignt anddocs tO Tecct auy
279. Two0 radiation surlaces A=6 m" and Az 4 mT

have the shape factor F1.2 = 0.1; the shape
lactor F2-1 will be :

(a) .
(c) U.12

Ans : (c):
-shield

(b) 0.1:
0.10

RPSC Vice PrincipalIT'1 2018
Ans. (b):

By Teciprocity theoTem,
A A.E

Radialion heal cxchangc betwecn parallel plales 6x0.1-4 xF
2-10.15

280. The wave length at which the black body
emissive power reaches its maximum value at
300KIS-
(a) 9.6 m
(c) 5.Im

RPSC INSP, OFFACTORIES AND BOILER 2016
: (a)

+

=0.5 (b) 15.5um
(d) 38.oum

oo(-)
Now a radiation shield of emissivity E = 0,25 is Temperature ofbody= 500 K
inserted between the plates, so new radiation change. Let the wavelength of maximum amount of radiation

1.e, peak emissive power wavelengun 1S A ma

From wiens displacement law-1 + s-!0.5 025 025 "o.s") ,mex 2898 umK
2898

9

S00
A ma 66 jumk

10
281. Two plates spaced 150 mm apart are

maintained at 1000°C & 70°C. The heat
3 iransfer will lake mainly by

(a) convection free convection
.

(c) forccd convection (d) radiation
RPSC INSP. OFFACTORIES ANDB0TER2016

276. The total emisivity power is defined as the
tolal amount of radiation emitted by aAs : (a) QG(T-T)
blackbody per unit

(a) tempcralurc
At high temperature, radiation transferwill be high due|
to 4 power of temperaure(b) thickncss



282. 40% of incident radiant energyon the surface Ans. (b) : The emissitivities for non-metallic surfaces
a thermalransparent bady retlectedgenerally decreasewith increasein temperature,
hack,if the transmissiVity of the body be u.l5|285. Statement (): The radiation emitted by earth is
then emissivity of the surface isa

0.40

or longer wavelength than that emitted by the sun,

atement (u Cartn 1s at a lower temperature
than u
(a) Both Statement () and Statement () are

ndividually true and statement (1) 1S the

Correct explanation or statement (1)
(6) Both,Statement ()and Statement (are

ndividually true but Statement () is NOT
the correct explanation of Statement ()

(c) Statement () is true but Statement (1l) is false
(d) Statement (I) is false but Statement ()) is truee

45 (6) 0.55
(C) (d) 0.75

RPSC INSP. OF FACTORIES AND BOLER 2016
S.JVN ET 2013

Ans: (a) Given,
p-0.4, TU.1D

We knoW that,

a+p+T=||
a+0.4+0.15 1

T283. Two very large parallel plates with
emmisionfies 0.3 and 0.8 exchange heat. FindAns. (a) : The radiation emitted by sun is of shorter

wM207

Ercentage (%) reduction in heat transfer s. (a) The radiation emitted

when a polished aluminium shield (E 0.04) Sthat sunhas high temperaturethanearth._
placedbetween them)
(a)

wave lenglh then that emited by carlh. Ihis is because

286. The intensity of the radiation emitted by thee

sun is maximum at a wavelength of 0.5 am.
Assuming the sum to a black body, the surface
temperature of the sun will approximately be:
(a) 5000 K
(C) 6280 K

(e) 6600 KK

83%
(c) 91%

(b) 88%
(d) 93%

TNPSC2019
Ans. (d): Data give

03,2 = 0.8, Esh=0.04
O S/80K
(d) 6490 K

CGPSCAE2014- 1

Ans. (b): Wavelength (2.) = 0.5 um
**Jiel wilhout snerd

celemperaure ( 1)?
we knoW

I xA= 2898 jum - Kk

T2898=5796 = 5780 K

2
oTf-1)

0.3 0.8 0.5
= 0.04 87. For the opaque surface, which of the following

reaction is correct? [Where t= Transmissivity,
aAbsorptivity, p Reflectivity|
(a) + t=1,a> U, T> 0, P>0
(b) a=p=
(c) atp=1,T=0

T=l(d) c
() t=1, P=0, a =0

CGPSCAE 2014-11
Ans. (c) : For opaque surface, transmisSIvity will be

0.3 0.8

=0.279xoTf -1]w/n* ero.
without shicld We know that-

o(1-1
ForopaquC SurlaceTO thenap=

288. The value of Stetfan Boltzmann constant is,
(a) 6.67 *1O WmK b) 5.67 10WmK
(c) 6.67 x10 W/m'K (d) 5.67 x10" W/m'K*
(c) 5.67 x10*W/mk*

Iwith shiek 00.04 0.8
Jwith shicld -2

=0.019xGx(T-E)W/mn

a Reduction- withoutwith x 100% CGPSC AE 2014-II
Lout

%Reduction =93.18%
Ans. (b): The value of Stefan Boltzmann constant ()

IS givenasG=5.67* 10 W/mK_284. The emissitivities lor hon-netanne surlaees 289. Consider an enclosure of three non-concave
generallyy
(a) increase with incCrease in temperature
(b) deerease with increase in temperature
C)increase exponentially with temperature
(d) reman constant at all temperatures

Surlaces shown in Figure. The shape lactor F23 is

TNPSC 2019

5ijan dumar Jou



b)A+A-A
2A2

Ans. (c): We know that,
F+Eia
AF12 F>1 A2

(a) AtA-A
and |Reeiprocity theorem]

AtA-A (d)AtA,+A,
(C)

2A rDl.+2*4A2F F21.F2=0AtAzA(e) 2A2 4TR

CGPSC AE 2014-II TxISx15+2*15|Ans. (b): The shapefactor F23 is given as 0.843751-2

F23 AA2A2
4xTx(1)

F=1-0.84375 0.15625

290. Sun's surface at 5800 K emits radiation at a
Wavelength of 0.5p.A furnace at 580°C will
emit through a small opening radatuOn at a | 293. If the temperature of a solid surlace increases
wavelength of nearty

10u(a)
(c)

form 27C to 627 C, its emissive power
increases in the ratio:

(b) 0.1

5.4
5.6u

(d) 0.01 (a) 1:3
(c) 1:27

(b)
(d) 1:8I

OPSCAEE 2013 2016
CGPSC AE 2014-

Ans. (c): According to wine's displacement law
.T= Constant

RPSC INSP. OF FACTORIES AND BOLER 2016
SJNEl 2013

UJVNL AE 2016Ti =2 * T2

.5 5800= 2 x (580+273)

2 3.399
ADS: (d)Ii27t 273 =300K

T2 627+ 273 =900 K

291. Soar radiation of 1200W/m* falls EmsSIve power (E) Gl Wm
perpendicularly on a grey opaque surtace of
emissivity 0.5. If the surface temperature is
50'C and surface emissive power 600W/m, the |

radiosity of that surlace will be
(a) 1200 W/m
(c) 400 W/m
(e) 600 W/m

E300
i900)

(b) 300 W/m

(d) 500 Wm*
E: E=:81

CGPSC AE 2014-I 294. The temperature of a solid surface is changed
for 127C to 927C. The emissive power shallAns. (a): Radiosity 1J] Emitted energy per unit area|

per unit time + reflected part or Incident cneiey pe inerease in the ratio of
(a) 2
(c) 3

(e) 8

untarcaTaG (d) 9

G=1200 Wm*, a -=t=0.5, E = 600 W/m*
For opaque surlace CGPSC AE 2014-I

Ans. (e) : We know that,T

a+p+T=I
I= 127+273=400K
T2= 927 +273= 1200K

0.

Uhen
J= 600 + 0.5 x 1200

1200 W/m_
292. A solid cylinder (surface 2) is located at the|

centre of a hollow sphere (surface 1). The
diameter of the sphere is 2 m, while the
cylinder has a diameter and length of 1.5 m05
ac e radiation configuration factor Fn is * on neat transler trom an inner

a

then,

1200-3TT
1 400

E=81E

eylindrical surface of radius ri and emissivity &

at temperature T, to concentric cylinder ofo1562 (d) 0457/5
radius ra, emissivity Ea and at temperature T2 is
proportional to-

(C) 0.2969
CGPSC AE 2014-11L

05ijanumar CJ



T-T |Ans. (b): We know that inlerchanging lactor lor the
radiation from surface I to surtace 2(a)

(b) 2 0.2x0.
0,2+0.5-0.5x0.2

E=0166
299, At thermal equilibrium, the absorptivity of a

2(C)

amissivIty
(c) Transmissivity

6) Reflectivity

L (d) Diffusivity
NPSC AE 2013

|Ans. (a): Accordng lo Kircholl's Law ol thermal
Tadiation the emissivity and the absorptivty of a surtace

(d) taven CmpetalLrCad wavelgun arccjual
300. Thevalue oT wavelength Tor maximum emissive

E power is gven by
a) Wiens Displacemenl Law
(6) FourCr Law
c Planck's Distrnbution Law
(d) Kirchhoffs Law

RPSCAE 2018

Ans.(a) :Q
TNPSC AE 2013

OPSC AEL, 2019 PAPER-
296. The radiation heat transfer through largeAns. (a): The value of wavelength for maximum

plates separated by N radiation shields||cmissive power is given by Wien's Displaccment Law.
becomes, When the emissivities ot : surfaces
are equal

(a) Qa N shields e no shield nas COnslanl
mI=2898 umk

(b) Qi2. N shiclds 2
S01, Thermal rad1anon ncues

a Tnre visibie radiation and entire infrared

(c) Qz, N shields = ( +1)9n, no shicld

(d) Q2. N shiclds - *(N +1}p, no shicld

INP'SC AE201

(b) intire visible radiation, entire infrared

(C) Entire Visible radialion, entire inlrared
Ans. (a)

(a) Dome poruon ol VISibIe radalion and enirc
nirarea radraulonQ-zwias sickh (N+ 1)

x Hitloul shield UPRYUNI. AE 2016
Ans. (c): Thermal radiation includes entire visible
radiation, entire infrared radiation and some portion of|

U radialion.
302. If 5 radiation shields are placed between two

paralel plates, the rale ol radiation heat
transfer is reduced to: (E1 for all surlaces)
(a) imes
(c) 14 times

297. Radiosity (J) for black surface is
[a) Equivalent to emiSSIve power Eg

(b) iTeater than emissive power
C) ess thanemissive power
(a) None or the above

TNPSC AE 2014| Tmes
(d) 1:6 times

UPRYUNL AE 2016
Ans. (a): We know that

Emuled cnergy + Rellected parl of incident
Cnergy Ans.( (d):

-EtpG
For black body 9Awilh' shiekds -
P-0 T' "wilth Ialary in el

|J=E,S0, nes

298. The equivalent emissiVIly ol two paralel pray303. Incident radiation of 1000 W/m* lall on the
planes, whose emissivifies are 0.2 and 0.5 is objeet. The energy absorbed by the obiect is

400 W/m and energy transmitled is 350 W/m.
What will be the value of reflectivity?

0.16(a))0.1
C) U.4 (a)

NPS.AE 2013

260



(C) 0.75 (d) 0.25 2
(d

PSC AE PRE2019
RPSC LECTURER16.01.2016 2/T(C)

|Ans. (d): Incident radiation (G)
= 1000

Ans. (a)The ralio betwecn cmissive power and
ntensity ofnomal radiation 1sT.

W
Fnergy absorbed by object = 400 Emissive rower_

L
Energy transmitted = 50

S07, The amount of radiation mainly depends on:
(a) Nalurc ol body
(b) Temperature of body
c)Type of surface of body
(d) All of above

0, energy reflected by body =250

Wc know that

tp*=|| SJVN ET2013
on400

-= 0.4
1000

Ans. (d) : Ihe amount ot radiation mainiy depends on
= aurc OL b0uy

Temperature ot body
250

P10/ 1ype ol surlace ol body.

308. In what form solar energy is radiated from theTO0U

T- =0.35
a)traviolet radiation
(b) Intrared radiation
C) lectro-magnetic waves
(d) Transverse waves

1000

304. Radiation thermal resistance may be written as
(where F, A, a are shape factor, area and
Slelan-BolZmann cOnstant respecuvely) JPSC AE PRE 2019

Ans.(c) : Electro-magnetic waves.
309. Two balls of same material and finish have

their diameters in the ratio of 2: 1 and both
are heated to same temperature and allowed to
cool by radiation. Rate of cooling by big ball as
compared to smaler one .

(a)

(b)
FAo(7,X?-7)

Fao T-T) 4

Nagaland PSC CTST 2017 Paper-2
(C

(FAo(T' +T;) |Ans. (d): Usc, Stelen Bollzman Law,

Ans. (a): we knowthat
=Fao(T-T)

RPSC LECTURER 1G01.2016 || T

-oT Q AA

()

LFAd( +T, XT +7,)J
Q

Q:Q=4:

FAa(1+N} +7)
305. The degradation of plasties accelerated by

(a) itraviolet radiation
(b) Dampness
C) CorrosSIve almosphere
(d) None of these

310. When a black body absorbs all falling
radiations due to absorption, then
(a) A Black body shines
(b) The temperalure ol black body riscs

c) lack body radiates energy to other
(d) Black body becomes good conductor ol heat

Nagaland PsC CTSE 2017 Paper-2
Ans. (a) :A Surlace thal absorbs all radialion hat

falling on it. The term arises because incident visible
SJVNET 2013||light will be absorbed rather than reflecled, thererore

Ans. (a) The degradation of plastics is accelerated by||this surtacewillappear black.
ultraviolcl radiauol.
306. The ratio between emissive power and intensity

311, All grey bodies obey the
a can-bOllzmanh s law

of normal radiation is



(c) KirchhofT's law
(d) Law O la

317. A hemispherical furnace of radius 1.0 m has a

Nagaland PSc CTSE 2017 Paper-2
|Ans. (c): A grey bodies obey the, Kirehhoff's Iaw-
It states that, whenever a body 1s in thermal equilibrium
with its surrounding, its emissivity to its absorptivity

roof temperature ofT = 800 Kk and emissivity
1U.8 The tlat Tloorof the furnace hasa
remperatureToUk and emissivity 60.
Theview factor F'i2 from surface 1 to 2 will be
(a)
(C) U.D

U.3 J4
(d) J.o

ESE 2019
312. If the ratio of emission ol a body at a geAns (C): From the geomer

femperature is a constant for all wavelengths,
the body is termed as
(a Grey body
(c) Qpaque body (d) Black body

(b) While body

Nagaland PSCCISE 2017 Paper-z F21F22
Ans. (a): A gray bo0dy of which the monochromatic
emissivity (E) 1S constant for the entire wavelength|

Spectrum
313. If G is irradiation and J is the radiosity, the net

radiation leaving the surface is
(a)

F21

From reciprocity tneOrem
AF12 A2 F21

(T Fi2
A(d) J-G

Nagaland PSC CTSE 2017Paper-2 TR XI=-

Ans. (d):J-G_
314. An effective radiation shield should have the

highestpossible value of
(a) misSIVity
(c)

27TK

12.
318. In transition boiling heat tlux decreases due to

which ot thetollowingow value of film heattranster coetticient at
the surface during 100°C to 120°C surface
temperature

2. Major porlion ol healer surlace is covered by
vapour film which has smaller thermal
conduclivily as comparcd to liquid. Nucleate boiling occurs very fast

Sclect the correct answer using the code given

(b) retlectivity
(d) transmissivilyabsorplivlivily

Agaland FstCSE 2017 Faper:
Ans. (d): An eftective Tadiation shield shouldhave the
highest pOssible valucol rellcclivily. cx- Mirror has
the highestvalueof reflectivity
315. For the caleulation of the shape factor

(a) here should not be any intervenin8
Teflections between the surtaces

below.(b) There should be at least one intervening
rellcclion belween Ihe surlacecs (a) 1 onlyy

(c) 3 only
(b) 2Oniy
(d) 1,2 and 3(c) Reflections do not affect the shape

(a None ot the above ESE 2019
Nagaland PSCCISE 2017Paper-|Ans. (b): The heat flux decreases in the transSition zone|

IarAns. (b): There should be at least one intervening|ot boiling because a large fraction of the heater surface
retlection between thesurfaces.
316. The intensity of solar radiation is maximunm atdeo he low hermal conducuvily ot tne vapour

WAvelength or 0.49 Jum. Assuming the Sun as Leae to tnaror the liquid,
a black body, what is the approximate total19.he temperature of a body of area 0.1 m is 900

emissive per of Sun? [Consider Wien's
displacementconstant = 2890 jum-K]
(a) 6.86 x 10 kW/nm

() 0.86 X 10 kW/mn
(C) 6.86 W/m*

(d) 6.86 kW/m

IS Covered by a vapour film, which actS asan insulation

maximum. hewavelength tor
monochromatic emissive power will be nearly
(a) 2.3um
(C) 4.1um

(b) 3.2pm
(a) S.0puUn

ESE 2019
|Ans. (b) : From Wi1en's displacement law

SJVN ET2019

Ans.
|Al = 2890jamK

T= 2890 =5897.95 K
0.49

320. In solar lat-plate collectors, the absorber plate
is painted with selective paints. The selectivity
is the ratio of

E = GAT
5.67 x 10 x] * (5897.95)*

6.861 x 10 W/m

6.861 * 10 kW/m*

(a) Solar radiation-absorption to thermal intfrared

radiation-emission
(b) Solar radiation emission to thermal mfrared

radialuon-absorplion



(c) Solar radiation rellection to thermal inlrared |
radiation-absorption

(d) Solar radialion absorplion to thermal inlrared|
radiation-reflection

Ans : (C) qlwithshicldn-wihoutshield

1-withshield_=1--
without shield

4_

ESE 2018
n+T

Ans. (a) : In solarthermal collectors, a selective surtace
or selective absorber 1s a means of ncreasing ES

T pctarture
The selecluvity 1s delined as the ralio of solar radiation
absorption tothermal infrared radiationemission.
321. The view factors Fiz and Fzi» for the sphere of

diameter d and a cubical box of length l = d as

Sn

324. An idealabsorber of radiation is also an ideal
emitter.1 I5 nOwn as :

(a) irchhofts law
(C) Plancks law

shown in the ligure, respectively, are

(b) Wien's law
(d) Lamber's law

OPCAEE 2015 PAPER - I1

Ans: (a) An ideal absorber ofradiation is also an ideal
Cmitler. itIs known as KirchholT's law.
Kirchhoff's law:- The emissivity of a body is equal to
ils absorplivily when the body remains in thermal
cquilibrium with its surrounding

a(Kirchholl's law).

(a) 1and (b) and

(C)
I and (d)and

6

ESE 2017OPpsc is gven answer (C)

Ans. (c): Summation rule for sphere

Futi2I
325. E IS the emissivity of Surtaces and shields and

n is the number ot shields, introduced between
the two surfaces, then overall emissivity is
given byi2 (Fu=0)

|By reciproeity theorem
A'12AF21 6) -)(a)

ne

(d) (n+12-t).
BPSPoly.Lect 2016

A2 Cn+12-6)
tdFa
6d

Ans: (d)overall emissivy(n+1(2-s)
F21

526. The temperature of a solid surface is raised from
322. For the radiation between two infinite parallel

planes of emissivity 8 and82 respectively,
which one ot thelollowing is the expression lor
emissivity factor?

22Cto 2, the emissive powerof the body
will change from El to E2 such that E2/El is
(a) 400 (6) 1600(c) 4000 (d)

HPPSC W.S. Poly. 2016
UPPSC AE 12.04.2016P'aper-l(a) ()

Ans: (b) Ti= 227°C+273
T2= 727°C +273

T
(d) ,

11 S00K
1000K2

MPPSC AE 2016||According to Stefan - Boltzmann laW
UKPSC AE-2013, Paper- Wim

o = Stefan - Bollzmann constant

EemissIve power

(E=d
Ans: (d) Emissivily lactor .

--1|-+

323. It is desired to reduce the radiation energy
exchange between two inlinite parallel planes
by inserting radiation shields of the same
emissivity. The number of shields required for
80% reduction will be:

E-500
(F)IO00

(a) 16E,/E,-16
(c) 4

OPSCAEE 2015 PAPER - I|L

5ijan umar Jini



327. Ileat is mainly transferred by conduction,||Ans: (b)
cOnvecti0n and radiation in

X pps Carylng hol waler
Absorptivity (a ), Retlectivity (P), Transmittivity ( t)

) For black body
1, P=0, t=0

(d)Londensation OT steam in a condenser () For opaque body

UNL AE2016|
UPPSC AE 1204.2016 Paper-||(ii) For white body

T=0, +p =l

Ans: (C) Heal is mainly, translerred by Conduelion,
onvection AndradiatIon inboiler Turace.

P=, a=0, t=0

331. Terrestrial radiation has a wavelength in the
Boilerdrum range

nduct a 04pm to aum

(6) 0.2um lo 0.5yum

() 0.3804um to 0.760m

-Radiai

Fumace

328. Match list-I (law) with list-I (equation) select| (d) 0.29pm to 2.3umn

the correct Ans.wer using the codes given
below the list: UPPSC AE 12.04,2016Paper-l

|Ans: (C) Terrestrial radiation has a wavelength im the|
range of 0.380pum to 0.760yum.

List -List-
(a) stefan-Boltzmann law 1. q=hA[l1-T2)
(b) Newton's law of 2. E=oE 332. A thermal transparent body is characterised by

(a) absorptivity=
1

(b) reflectivity =|

(c) absorptivity = reflectivity =0
(d) nonc ol the above

cooling

KA((c) Fourier's law

4. q=oT -T:)
q=kA[Ti=12)

(d) Kircholls law UKP'SC AE 2012 Paper-
Ans. (e): absorplivity rellecuvily

333. Stefan-Boltzmannlaw is expressed as
(a) Qg AT

(c) QAT

Code
(b) QGA*T
(d) Q-AT

UKPSC AE 2012 Paper-

D D

a)
4

(c)
Ans. (a):Q=gAT(d) 4

UWVNL AE 2016| 334. The shape factor for radiation heat transfer of

List-

q=oA[T* -T'
q=hA(T -T)

a long cylinder of radius ri enclosed by anotherAns: (a) List-I
1) stelan-Boltzmann law concentric long eylinder ofradiusr is

(a) 0.25 (b) 0.50
11) Newton's law of cooling (C) 0.75 (d) 1.0

UKPSC AE 2012 Paper-ll
Ans. (d : Shape factor for radiation heat transter ot a

|long cylinder ot radius Ti enclosed by another

ii) Fouriers law qA(T-T)
iv) Kirchotf's law E GE
329, Which non-metallic body is expected to have Ceric Ong cylindcr ol radius ra

highest value of emissivity?
a) iron oxide ( Carbon

(d) Paper will radiale heat to a large extent.
(a) Black polished surtace

(b white rough surtace
(c) White polshed surface
(d) Black rough surface

c) lce

UPPSC AE 12,04.2016 Paper-ii
Ans: (c)

Materia Emissivity
Tce 0,97

UKPSC AE 2001Z Faper-iPaper

num foil

BriCk

o0 nsAns. (c): White polished surtace
336. The radiant heat transfer per unit area (W/m)

between two plane parallel gray surfaces
(emissivity = 0.9) maintained at 400 K and 300

lass

Silveer
530. For an opaque body sum of absorptive and

relleciivity s
(a)
(c) less than 1.0 (d) greater than 1.0

IS

992(a)
(c) 464

812(b) 1.0
(d) 567

UPPSCAE 1204,20l6Paper-i UKPSC AE 2012 Paper-
264



Ans. (b): Radiation heat transfer between parallel plate,| 343. n which case the medium is not required for

a-1)
(11-

the transter ot heat energy
(a) Conduction

Radiation
(b) Convection
(d) None of the above

UKP'SC AE-2013, Paper-i
(c) I

E2 Ans. (C):
5.67x10 (400* 300) 544. The process in which heat energy Is

812 Wim transmitted by means of electromagnetie waves
is known as-o9'o9 1 (a) Heat conduction
(C) Heat radiation

(b) Heat convection
(d) None of the above

KP'SC AE-2015, F'aper-
337, What is the equivalent emissivity for radiant|

heatexchange between a small body (emissivity
U.4) in a very large enclosure (emissivity =|s. C ne process in which heat energy is
0.5)
(a) 0.

(C)

transmitted by means of electromagnetic waves IS
DOW S neat radiation.
345. Three radiation shields are placed between tw

iniinite parallel plates. The emissivities of

plates and shiclds are same. As compared to
heat transfer without shields, the heat transfer

(b) (04
J.2 (d) J.1

UKPSC AE 2012 Paper
Ans. (b):0.4
338. For an opaque plane surface, the irradiation,|

radioeity and emissive power are20,12 and 10
W/m respectively. The emissivity of the
suraace
(a)
(C)

wifh shield will become-

(a)
3

(6)

(6) .4 (c) (d) None ol the above.8 (d)
KP'SC AE2012Paper- UKPSC AE-2013, Paper-

Ans.(c):0.8
339, The Prandtl number wil be the lowest for ans. (C) with radiatiomshields m1)wilboul ratiat stelsn+

waler
(c) Aqueous solution (d) lube oil

() iquid metal

UKPSC AE 2012 Paper- (3+1)ihuut adialior shielkds

Ans. (b): liquidmetal
340. If one radiation shield is placed between two wilh cadiaionshiekls =

Iniinite parallel radiating plane surlaces, then

ne amount or neat radated becomes
a cird

without radiationsthields

546. Most of the terrestrial solar radiations

nCourhanone or the above
UKPSC AE2012Paper-

(received on the earth) lie within wavelength
range:
(a) 0.10um to0.29um (6) 029um to2,um

(C) 1all
T

Ans. (C):half_
341. The opaque body is that which:-

a ADSOros al radlattons
(b) Retlects all radiations

Cransmis all radiations
(d) Partdy rellecis and partly absorbs the radliation

(d) 10um to 10 jum
UKPSC AE-2013,F'aper-

(C) 3.8um to 7.8um

Ans. (b):_
347. Flat plate solar collectors are used for

temperature applications above ambient of
about:
(a) 2

(c) 100°C
KPSCAE-2013, Paper. 50°C(D)

(d) 1000PC

UKPSC AE-2013, Paper-
Ans. (d): A body which partly reflects and partly
absorbs theradiation is known asthe opaque body.
342. According to Stefan Boltzman law the relationAns. (C)

between the total emission from a black body 348. The intensity of solar radiation on carth is of
per unit area and per unit fime (Eb) and the
absolute temperature () Is given as

(a) E T
(c) E,T

the orderor
(a) TkW/m
(C) kW/m

(b kW/m
(d) 4 kW/m*

UKPSC. AE-2013, Paper-
(6) T

(d) E,T
UKPSC AE-2013,Paper-1349. Asuming the Sun to be a black body emitfing

Ans.(a)

radiation with maximum intensity at , the
Surlace temperature ol the sun will be:-
(a) 4914
(c) 49140K

|Ans. (a): According to Stefan Boltzman law,
E, T

Eol b) 4914
(d) 491.4° C

Where, G=5.67x10 mk
UKPSC AE-2013, Paper-

Ans.(b):
Z65

05ijan Kumau Cjoi



350. According to Wien's law, the wavelength | 356. A radiation shield is sed around
corresponding to maximum energy is thermocouples in order to measure more
proportOnal to:- accurately the temperature of

rzing liauid (d) Boiling liquid
a) (b) Sases

(c) (C) Freezing lhquid

UKPSC AE 2007 Paper
Ans. (b) :A Uhermocouple is a scnsor used to mcasure

temperature.hermocouple consist or two wire egs
made from different metals. The wire's leg are welded|

UKPSC AF-2013, Paper-
Ans. (a): According to Wien'slaw

axConslant
S51, If the ratio of emission of a body to that of a ner at one end, creating a junction. This junction is
351. If the ratio of emission of a body to Tnat |where the temperature is measured.

for all wavelengths, the body is called:
(a) Black body

black body at a gIven temperature COusianA radiation shield is used around thermocoupies n
order to measure more accuratcly the temperalurc ol
gases, because its volume is not fixed or its molecules(b) body

C) wnie Dy (apauyue y .are far away.dy

PS AF-4013,TpE 357. On which of the following lactors does not
Ans. D)
352. a body is at thermal equilibrium, then:

(a EmissvIty * absorpivity
(b) EmisSIVity > absorptivity
(c) EmissIvity-absorplivly
(d) None of the above

aount 0t radiatioOn depend?
a) Temperalure ol body

6 ype of surface of body

c) Nature of body
(d) All ofhe above

UKPSC AE 2007 Paper -
UKPSC AE-2013,Paper-||Ans. (d): 'Radiation' mcans cncrgy releascd by

Ans. (c) : According to Kirchholf's law, la body S alracating body 1s caied out packets of enerY called
photons". There photons propagate trough space h

straighl paths which spced is cqual to that of light.
Amount of radiation does not depend on temperature of

body, typeof surtace ot body ana hanureor Douy

thermal equilibrium,
then EmiSSIvily - absorplivily

Ea at thermal cquilibrium]
353. Which mode of heat transter plays msigue a 358. Which of the following property 1s poor Tor gasesrole in a cooling tower?

Racdiation (b) Evaporative cooling aransmissivity
(C) KenCevly

a)
. O the abOv¢

UKP'SC AE20071aper -1
(c) Convective cooling (d) All the above

KPSCAE 2007 Paper -
Ans. (a): A cooling tower is a heat rejec uev 359. The temperature of sun can be measured Dy

Ans. (e): Rclcctivily

that rejects waste heat to the atmosphere through the . Tne temnperalure ol sun can be measured by

Coong oa warer suream toalowertemperature
*In cooing tower, mode ot heat transter is radiation

which plays msigniticantrate
354. At thermal equilibrium, the absorptivity and

emissivity are

Usng
(a) Radiation pyromcter
(6) Standard thermometer
(C) Mercury thermometer
(d) Nonc ol above

UKPSCAE2007 Paper -i
(6)unity

(C) different
(a) 7ero Ans. (a):Radiation pyrometer

360. According to Wien's law the wavelength
corresponding to maximum energy is

(d equal
UKPSC AE2007 Paper -1

Ans. (d:Accordng 1o Kirchholl's Law. the
absorplivily and cmissivily are cqual when the body||
remains in thermal equilibrium With its surroundings.

a fionalto

UKPSC AE 2007 P'aper-
Ans. (a):T355. In ease of black body

(a) Transmissivity is one
(b) Absorptivity 1S Zerð

(C) Ketlectivity is one
(d) None of the above

361. Planck's law holds good for
(a) Polished bodics (6) Black bodics
(c) All coloured bodies (d) None of above

UKPSCAF2007 Paper -I

UKPSC AE 2007 Paper-I1Ans. (b): Black bodies
362. Which one of the following modes of heat

Ans. (d): In case ofblack hody absorptivity 1s one
(i) For black body -ad =1, p=0, T-0

|(in) For perlecly whitc body a =0, p=0 & T=
|(ii) For opaque body a+ p=l t=

where, a= Absorptivity. p = Reflectivity
TIransmiluvily

fransfer wOuld take place predominantly from
boiler furnace to water wall7
(a) Convection
(c) Radialion
(d) Conduction and convection

(b) Conduction

UKPSC AE2007 Paper -

IAns. (e): Radiation



363. Radiation heat transfer occurs at a speed of
(a) Sound
(c) 60,000 km/hr

() Light
(d) 350m/s

UKPSCAE2007 P'aper -

Ans. (b):Light
364. Consider a surface at -SC in an environment at

25t. The maximum rate of heat that can be
emittedfrom this surtaceby radiation is

(a) 0 W/m
(c) 293 W/m

W/m
(d) 354 Wit

INPSCAE2014
Ans. (b): T = 25°C=273 +25

298 K

T2-5°C = 268 K

then o(T; -T;)
5.67 * 10 [(298)" -(268)]

=154.64
A m

365. Which pair, out of the following alternatives, is
not correctly matched ?

List- List-
(a) Fouriers law
(b) Newton's law of

cooling

Conduction
Convection

(C) Stephan-Boltz-
manlaw

Radiao

(d) Kircholf's law Radiation
+Convection

UKPSC AE2012 Paper-|
RadiationAns.(d): Kirchoff's law -

onvechon=

1BijanKuman Gui



Practice Set Level-1
Radiation heat transfer is characterised by

(a) energy transport as a result of bulk fluid

motion
(6) thermal energy transter as vibrational

energy in the lattice structure of the

material
05ijan Kumar CJii

(c) movement of discrete packets of energy

as electromagnetic waves

(d) circulation of fhuid motion by buoyancyeffects (a) diathermanous (b) opaque
(d) specular() greyrmal radiations occur in the portion of 9. Choose the false statement -olectromagnetic spectrum between thewavelengths

(a) 10 to 10 micron
(b) 10 to 10 micron
(c) 0.1 to 10 microon

(d) 102 micron onwards

A perfectly black body
(a) absorbs all the incident radiation
() allows all the incident radiation to pass

(a) snow is nearly black to thermal radiation
(b) absorption of radiation occurs in a very

thin layer of material near the surface
ransmissivity varies with wavelength of

incident radiation, i.e., a material may be
1on-transparent fora certain wavelength
and and be transparent for another

(d) most of the engineering materials have
rough surfaces, and these rough surfaces
give regular (specular) reflectionsthrough it

(c) reflects all the incident radiation
(d) has its surface coated with lamp black or

8raphite

10. Gases have poor
(a) absorptivity
(b) reflectivity
(c) transmissivityFor a perfectly black body

(a) absorptivity a = 1, reflectivity p =
0 and (d) absorptivity as well as transmissivity

transmisIviy t = 0 With an increase in wavelength, the
monochromatic emissive power of a black body(6) p =l and a = t = 0

(C) t= l and a =P 0
(d) a+ T =l and p = 0

For an absolutely white or specular body
(a) absorptivity a = 1, reflectivity p = 0 and

transmissivity t = 0

(b) p = 1 and a = t = 0

(c) T = 1 and a = p = 0

(a) increases
(b) decreases
(c) increases, reaches a maximum and then

decreases
(d) decreases, reaches a minimum and then

increases

12 With an increase in the temperature of source,
the wavelength at which the monochromatic
emissive power is maximum
(a) increases continuously
(b) decreases continuously
(c) increases, reaches a maximum and then

(d) a+ t = 1 and p = 0

6. For a transparent or diathermanous body
(a) absorptivity a = 1, reflectivity p = 0 and

transmissivity t = 0
(b) p = 1 and a = t =0
(c) T = 1 and a = p = 0
(d) a + t =1 and p =0

decreases

(d) decreases, reaches a minimum and then
increasess

7. A diathermanous body 13. Absorptivity of a body is equal to its emissivity
(a) for a polished body
(b) under thermal equilibrium condition
(c) at one particular temperature
(d) at shorter wavelengths

(a) shines as a result of incident radiation
(6) gets heated up as a result of absorption

of incident radiation
(c) allows all the incident radiation to pass

through it

(a) partly absorbs and partly reflects the

incident radiation
8. A body which partly absorbs and partly

reflects but does not allow any radiation to

pass through it (a + p = 1 and t = 0) is called

14. The ratio of total emissive power of body to
the total emissive power of a black body at
the same temperature is called
(a) absorptivity
(c) reflectivity

(b) transmissivity
(d) emissivity



radiation and reflects back 800 k]/m
15. A surface for which emissivity is constant at

all temperatures and throughout the entire

range of wavelength is called
(a) opaque
()specular

it. The emissivity of the surface then
(6) 0.4
(d) 0.55

(a) 0.15
(c) 0.45() grey

(d) diathermanous 23. The intensity of solar radiation on earth
is(b) 2 kW/m2

(d) 10 kW/m2
16. Four identical pieces of copper painted with

different colour of paints were heated to the

same temperature and then left in thee

environment to cool. Which of the following
paints will give fast cooling ?

(a) white

(a) 1 kW/m2
(c)5 kW/m2

24. The relationship, Amax Constant,I

black body a

between
the temperature of a

wavelength at which maximum vathevalue
of(b) rough

(d) shining
monochromatic emissive power occurs

is(c) black known as
(a) Planck's law
(c) Kirchoff's law

(b) Wien's law
(dy Lambert's law

17. For a grey surface
(a) emissivity is constant
(b) absorptivity equals reflectivity
(c) emissivity equals transmissivity
(d) reflectivity equals emissivity

25. The Stefan-Boltzman constant has uni
(b) kcal/m-hr-K
(d) kcal/m2-K

(a) kcal/m2-hr-K4

18. What is the basic equation of radiation from

which all other equations of radiation
equations can be derived?

(a) Stefan-Boltzman equation
(b) Planck's equation
(c) Wien's equation
(d) Rayleigh-Jeans formula

(c) kcal/hr-K

26. The temperature of a solid surface chanoa
from 27°C to 627°C.
changes would then conform to the ratio

(a) 6: 1

(c) 27 1

The emissive powe

(b) 9 1

(d) 81 1

27. If the temperature of a hot body is increased
by 50%, the amount of radiation emitted by
it would increase by nearly
(a) 50%

19. The law governing the distribution of radiant
energy over wavelength for a black body at
tixed temperature is referred to as

(a) Planck's law

(b) 100%
(d) 500%(c) 200%

(b) Wien's formula
(d) Lambert's law 28. The following figure 7.18 was generated from

experimental data relating spectral black body

emissive power to wavelength at the three

temperatures T T2 and Tz (T1> T2 > T).

(c) Kirchoff's law

20. The thermal radiation propagates in the form

of discrete quanta; each quanta having an
energy of E = h v where v is the frequency of
quantum. The Planck's constant h has the
dimensions

(b) MLT
(d) ML2T-1

(a) MLT
(c) MLT2 Epa

(W/m um)21. The emissivity and the absorptivity of a real
surface are equal for radiation with identical
temperature and wavelength. This law is
referred to as

(a) Lambert's law (um)
(b) Kirchoff's law
(c) Planck's law

Fig. 7.18.

(d) Wien's displacement law What conclusion can be drawn with respect

to experimental data?
a) correct because the maximum in Ea shows22A thermally transparent

transmissivity 0.15 receives 2000 kJ/min of
surface of

the correct trendEs-1%



correct because Planck's law is satisfied(b)

(c) wrong becau
is not satisfied

the Stefan Boltzman law he emissive power is multiplied with the
Tactor .. to obtain the intensity of

normal radiation for a unit surface) wrong because Wien's displacement lawis not satisfied () 1/ (b) 1/
ady at 500 K cools by radiating heat to (c) 1/2T

Twospheres A and B of same material have
radii 1 m and 4 m, and temperatures 4000 K
and 2000 K respectively. Then the eneregy
radiated by sphere A is

(a) greater than that of sphere B

(b) less than that of sphere B

() equal to that of sphere B

(d) two times that of sphere B

29Ambient at
when the body has cooled to 400 K, the coolin

(d)atmosphere maintained at 300 K.

rate as a entage of orig rate is about
(b) 41.5
(d) 80.4

(a) 31.1

(c) 50.3

Ear a hemisphere, the solid angle is measured in(a) radian and its maximum value ist
(b) degree and its maximunm value is 180°
(c) steradian and its maximum value is 2t
(d) steradian and its maximum value is t

Answers
5. (b)

10. (b)
1. (c) 2. (c) 3. (a) 4. (a)

31 The energy emitted (of all wavelengths) in a
particular direction per unit surface area and
through a unit solid angle is called
(a) total emissive power
(b) monochromatic emmissive power
(c) radiant flux
(d) intensity of radiation

7 (d)
15. (b)

(c) (c) (b)

13. (b)
18. (b)

23. (a)
28. (d)
33. (c)

6. 8. 9.
11. (c) 14. (d)

19. (a)
24. (b) 25. ()

30. (d)

12. (b)
(a)16. (c) 17. 20. (d)

21. (b) 22 (c)
2726. (d)

31. (d)
(d) 29. (a)

32. (b)

HINTS AND COMMENTS

9d): 27(d):

Rough surfaces give diffused reflections.
Reflections from highly polished and smooth
surfaces have regular (specular) characteristics.

ATE Op ATi

16(c):
= (1.5) = 5.06

The emissivity of a black paint is highest (close
to unity). Consequently, the emitted radiant energy
will be maximum when painted black. Higher the
emitted radiation, fast will be the cooling.

The amount of radiation emitted would
increase nearly by 500%.

28(d):
26(d): According to Wien's displacement law

T= constant. As increases, T decreases
and accordingly Eba decreases. As such, the
correct diagram relating spectral black body
emissive power to wavelength would be as
shown below:

E-AT
Op AT

273+627)
273+27)

= (3) =81

Bijan Kumar Giri



29(a):

400 300
500 30o

TT2>T
= 0.32 or 32%

33(c):

a 47 R TA

o 47 Rg T?

a (un) R T
Fig. 7.19. 1x 4000

4x 2000*

As such EA = EB



Practice Set: Level- 2
1. For the same type of shapes, the value of

radiation shape factor will be higher when

(a) surfaces are more closer
(b) surfaces are moved further apart
(C) surfaces are smaller and held closer
(d) surfaces are larger and held closer

2. Which of the followings is a wrong statement?
The shape factor is equal to one

(a) for any surface completely enclosed by
another surface 5ijandRumar Jii(b) for infinite parallel planes radiating only
to each other

(c) for a flat or convex surface with respect
itself

(d) inner cylinder to outer cylinder of a long
co-axial cylinder

3 The reciprocity theorem states that
(a) F12 F21 (6) A F12 A2 F21

9. For infinite paralle planes with emissiviti
E and €2, the interchange tactor for radiati
from surtace 1 to surtace 2 is

(d) A2 F12 = A, F21(C) Aj an A2
where the symbols have their usual meaning85 tion

4 Two radiating surfaces A, = 6 m* and A2 = 4

m have shape factor Fj.2 = 0.1. Then the shape
factor F2.1 will be
(a) 0.18

(a) E2
(D) Ej *E1

(c) +
E E2

(d) S2|(G E+E2-E1E2(b) 0.15

10. Two plane parallel grey surfaces havino
0.9 emissivity are maintained at 400 ka
300 K. The radiative heat transfer rate

unit area of these surtaces is about Per

(a) 992 W/m
(c) 567 W/m

11. The heat exchange between a small body
having emissivity E, and area A, and a large

enclosure having emissivity 2 and area A, is
given

1-2 A E o (T,'-T,
What is the assumption tor this relation?

(c) 0.12 (d) 0.10

What is the value of shape factor for two
infinite parallel surfaces separated by a
distance X

(b) 812 W/m?
(a) 0 (b) «

(d) 464 W/m2() 1 (d) x

6. A hemispherical surface 1 lies over horizontal
plane surface 2 such that covex portion of

hemisphere is tacing sky.

(a) E 1
(b) A, is very small as compared to A

(c) e = 0
(d) small body is at the centre

R

2

Fig. 8.56. 12. What is the equivalent emmissivity for radiant
heat exchange between a small body
(emissivity = 0.4) in a very large enclosure
(emissivity = 0.5)?

0.5

What is the value of the geometrical shape
factor Fi2?

(a) 1/4 1/2
(a) b) 0.4

() 3/4 d) 1/8 () 0.2 (d) 0.1

13. A radiation shield shouldA small sphere of outer area 0.6 m is totally
enclosed by a large cubical hall. The shape
factor of hall with respect to sphere is 0.004?
What is the measure of the internal side of
the hall?

(a) have high transmissivity
(b) absorb all the radiations

have high reflective power

(b) 5 m
(d)

(d) partly absorb and partly transmit the
incident radiation

(a) 4 m
C) m 1414Two long parallel plates of same emissivity

0.5 are maintained at different temperatures
and have radiation heat exchange between
them. A radiation shield of emissivity 0.25

placed in the middle will reduce radiation
heat exchange to

8. What will be the view factor F21 for the
geometry as shown below (sphere within a
cube)?

(a)

(b) D L
A thin shield of emssivity e (on both sides)

is placed between two infinite parallel plates

ot emissivities e and E2 and temperature
T and T2 respectively. If €, = €2 = €3, tne

the fraction radiant energy transfer without

shield/with shield takes the value

(d) Fig. 8.57.



0.25 (b) 0.50(a)

() 0.75 (a) 0.1 (6) 0.2
(d) 1.25

() 0.4 (d) 0.5
Two long parallel surtaces, each of emissivity

167 are maintained at different temperatures An enclosure consists of four surfaces 1, 2, 3

and 4 The view factors for radiation heat

transfer are:
M0accordingly have radiation exchange

between them. It is desired to reduco
5%

his radiant heat transter by inserting thin
parallel shields of equal emissivity 0.7 on both
sides. What should be the number of shields?
(a) 1

F110.1 Fi2 = 0.4 and F13 =0.25
The surface areas A and A are 4m and
2 m respectively. The view factor F 15

(a) 0.75
(c) 0.25

(b) 0.50(6)

(d)
2

(d) 0.14()3
17 The grey body shape factor for radiant heat

exchange between a small body (emissivity
0.4) in a large enclosure (emissivity 0.5) is

Answers
(d) ()

b)

4. (b) 5. ()
9. (d) 10. (6)

2
(b)

11. (6) 12. (b)
16. (c) 17. (c)

(b)
(d)

13. (c) 14. (c) 15. (b)|
(b)

.
6. 7. B.

18.

HINTS AND COMMENTS

2c
For a flat or convex surtace, the shape factor

with respect to itselt is zero. This asSpect stems
from the fact that for any part of flat or convex
surface, one cannot see any other part of the samne

O N4T = 0.25 or N = 3

17(c):

surtace. Fy12 1E1,+1-E2
Fz 215(b}:

The ratio of radiant energy transfer without
and with shield is given by

The configuration corresponds to a completely
enclosed body, and small compared with the
enclosing body. That is

A <<< A2 and F2 = 1

Hence, i2 1-EL,1+0
When E1 E2 Ez the above fraction takes 1

0.4
the value 18(b

F1+ Fi2+ F13141
F14 1-(Fu + F2 + F13)

1- (0.1 +0.4 + 0.25)

16c):

Let Nbe the required number of shields. When
emissivities of the main radiating surfaces and
e of parallel radiation shields are equal, then
E rates of heat tramsfer with and without shields
are prescribed by the relation

without shields
with shields

0.25
Invoking reciprocity theorem,

A F14 A4 Fa

AFaAN+1
We are given that, x0.25 0.5
shielded = (1 - 0.75) (2)unshielded

O00
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.
Define emi ve powert

he emiasÁ va Ppow orc i3 deftned as the total amourt
act ati on emtt edloy a body ataa cataîo tempenatuae
Per unit imo omd per undi aroa at al aveyenghs

Unit: W2
Deine monochrro matic amisA VPowut
Ans: The monoeh oro madtie omi asÀv owor(E,) ore poctra

emii va ponure i denad a he tate fenera radidrd
Pet undt area the &urdace per unt time ot a panicla

wavelength(a) amd tempetature (T).

Onit : P

3. Datene emissiviky
Ans abilit aurface of a bedy to emit radinin

is called as 2mi si vtyE)
ma bropandrèndicates ho etieiut a real sugaca

Rits rrodiation hrat 4Xux.RMAts

t can also be defnad a the ratio f emissive povere
ony noema o real bods too emiiva power 3
a blacK body equal tempercadura

Emiivita,E E emissi va povder hlack laody

Sts Nakuee rcanges btWD O to

4. Delina absorepivityc).
Ans A bsoreptivitr ( : 1t îs a tadiativa prco pantio3 cwo

can b de ftnad as h reaci on ineidat tadiation
absorbad shen an incident readiakion ri Kes on o ugac

Absorphvity (oc)=Abso cbed pontion fradiation Ga)_
To+l Encident radiation G)

Sts value L
5. Define rceflectivity ).
Ans: Reflectivikg F) 9t is o tadiaive prtoperntiag ond Can he

detined as he fraction inciden raddiation reflected back
ahen an incidart rcadiadhion

an Ra tan qe bet O to 4.

t Ke3 on a BLgaca

Reflectivity (f ) = Reflectedkontion f radidionG
To 4l in cidet radi ation (G)

9ts value Jies 2n the rang bet O and 1
2020/12/14 18:03



What is the condition that he rcadiatlve prro pekias

asufaee must sati
ghe Cadiative popunties absonptiveky c) raklechvit)

and treansmittivithy (T) entstf a face fa bo
must &atify ha-following condition

OC+ + T = 4 , congervai on
ONeE einciple.

T Define trrangmittvity a uace
As Treansmiivity (z ) : 9t i a radiativa tis

and can be danad a tho reacti on dt in cidet rodiaiam

trcansted threouyh he matera bedy uker an

ancidet kadiation incident* on a sunddace.

Transmittivity, T = tran mette rcediakion G)-G+
tolal incideat radiaionG) G

9ts valua ies het Ot 4

8 State Stefan-Boltzmann Law radiation
Ana: Stefen- Boltzmann ad Rts hat the emissivs

eone f a blaceK bedy(EL) s eiecHH popeytional

t the Jourth oere tha abilute temperakure (T) f &utaca.

EL CT1
OrE= T

Stelan-8oltzmann constat
O=5.67x 48cwmd

Kirechhoff's Law:- Te Oa tades that at ang temp
Ratio of ttal 2miauive powere E t tha +t dbroptiihy
i a cont ant for all cubstancek vwkich ana in thenmnd
qul pri uM mt thair envirenmemt.

t. 5oconstamtt

Al . E
cempari"g,

has Kirr chhof f' 9Jas also Stat ht tta edivihkE)
a body ig equal to ta abxerptive c) when e bedgremain

in thoma9 aqui bruiun with t roundiny



Q. Define the followings:
Black body, White body,

Opaque body, Gray body and Coloured body

lack booly_A blac Lel deind Pertset enitter
and absorbar of readlatiohl At apeci fe tem. o wowalanhh.

tface can it More ent1 them a blacK body

A Bl acKbody absorcba all incid enk radiaion, regandles of

wavelen 14h and dircectien
A LIackbody

al urechong ber ut area matm al to irecton of adi zion

3Krefore, Black bedy i iffu enitter

emita radiation enertg uwton in

dhten duf tuze Means n depend amt of direefion
Forr a black body =1 and f= t = o

no mc perfectly blackbd in nature La tem black

8a ince most black colo ured urcface% mortmall 8h

Kigk vdmes of absorpt ivi ky) mo als abaorbA a
ViMbla 'zhs rran , be causaf wkih +ha appearr blaCK® our

are are ae m smrface3 wkRich absorbs near ncid a

tcadiation, qet do no aPpaar blck(Ice, Snew, Nhite-washaa Wau

Another Ex:-Larga cavihwk moll opening
CLaboratevy Macn RAA)

Opaque body When n tncidem rcaoliahion tatrcans ntas ro
tta bedx, it icallaan opaque bod

Fore an opogue bo, T=0 md +f=1
Glmes and iquids are cenidrae as opaqu

Whitebedy- 1f all the aiatian incidant cadiahion tli on

abod ar reflectas, ët ia cal)a a wkite bod.
For a white body, =1, =0 T=O

>Gaaes uck a hyda, ouj3en and mitrojen (and hairRtur
su eh as air have a trang nittivityl}f prractaly unit

rEAy bodly_If he rcadiative preoporties oc, dTab
are aBS UMed be unitorm ovet te antire wavelemyth apectmi

them eh a bedr is callad

Ajay b dyi dro defnad a one whese aborptivikyoc)

amrface loes not vaty wt tap omd wavelanzth he

incident radiation (i.e.,'a =(*),= censtat)
Colourred body A coloured bed is one
abanptivi h ) of urtface vaxles with, to wawel engh
rEadink f )J.

,whuse



Q. List the salient features ofa black body radiation.

Solution: A black body is an ideal or hypo-

thetical surface having the following radiation

heat transfer characteristics

i) A black body absorbs all the incident

radiation regardless of wavelength and

direction.
(ii) A black body neither reflects nor trans-

mits any amount of incident radiation.

(iii) Fora prescribed wavelength a black

body radiates the maximum energy possible

at the temperature of the body.

(iv) The black body is a diffused emitter.

This implies that the radiation emitted by a

black surface is a function of wavelength and

temperature but is independent of direction.



Q. Explain Planck's law of radiation

Ans 500
Visible

range
max 7C

400

2000 K

300

200

1500 K
100

1000 K

Wavelength à, p
Fig. 11.6. Variation of emissive power with wavelength.

The plot shows the the following distinct characteristics of black body radiations:
1. The energy emitted at all wavelengths increases with rise in temperature.
2. The peak spectral emissive power shifts towards a smaller wavelength at higher

temperatures. This shift signifies that at elevated temperature, much of the energy is emitted
in a narrow band ranging on both sides of wavelength at which the monochromatic power
is maximum.

3. The area under the monochromatic emissive power versus wavelength, at any temperature
gives the rate of radiant energy emitted within the wavelength interval da. Thus,

dE, = (E),
or .Over the entire range of length.

This integral represents the total emissive power per unit area radiated from a black body.

Q. State Wien's displacement law.
Ans Wien's displacement laW:

Wien established a relationship between the temperature of a black body and the
wavelength at which the maximum value of monochromatic emissive power occurs. A peak
monochromatic emissive power occurs at a particular wavelength. Wien's displacement law states
that the product of mar and T is constant, i.e.,

gAT= constant

Or, ma T = 2898 umK
This law holds true for more real substances,there is however some deviation in the case or a

metallic conductor where the product T) is föund to vary with absolute temperature. It is used in

predicting a very high temperature through measurement of wavelength.



Problem

Asmall black body has a total emissive power ofEkW/14. Deternmines its Surface temperature
andthe wavelength ofemission maximum. In which
range of the spectrum aoes this wavelength fall ?

calution: From Stefan Boltzman law, the rate
of energy transmisSion from a black body is

E =O1 T;
4.5 x 1000 5.67 x 10-8 T4

T
4.5 x 10004

5.67x 10-8 530.77K

The wavelength of emission maximum is

given by Wien's law. That is

T = 2.898,x 103

d 2.898 x 103
530.77nax

= 5.46 x 10- m = 5.46 um

From Fig. 7.1, it may be seen that this

wavelength falls in the infrared region of the

spectrum.



Problem
The sun emits maximum radiation at 1 = 0.52

um. Assuming the sun to be a black body, calculate

the surface temperature of the sun and the emissive

ability of the sun's surface at that temperature.

Also determine the maximum monochromatic

emissive power of the sun's surface.

Solution: From Wien's displacement law
2.898 x 10-3

T= max

2.898x10-3
0.52 x1o-6 5573 K

From Stefan's Boltzman law,
E == o, T

= 5.67x 10-8 (5573)

5.47 x 10 W/m2

Maximum monochromatic emissive power

can be worked out from the relation

(Ea max = 1.285 x 10-5 T5

= 1.285 x 10- (5573)5

= 6.908 x 1013 W/m2

per metre wavelength



Example 112. Assuming the sun to be a black body emitting radiation with maximum intensity
at à = 0.49 um, calculatethefollowing:

i) The surface temperature of the sun, and
(ii) The heatflux at surface of the sun.

Solution. Given: ma0.49 um

) The surface temperature of the sun, T:

According to Wien's displacement law
PMT2898umK

2898 2898
T 5914 K (Ans.)

0.48

(i) The heat Nux at the surface ofthe sun, (E),.

()T5.67 x 10*T -5.67

9145.67x 6936x 10" W/m(Ans)100

Q. Define intensityof radiation.
Ans INTENSITY OF RADIATION

When a surface element emits radiation, all of it will be intercepted by a hemispherical surface
placed over the element. The intensity of radiation () is defined as the rate of energy leaving a
Sufacein agiven direction per unit solid angle per unit area of the emiting surface normal to the
mean direction in space. .

E =

ie., The total emissive power ofa difuse surface is equal to t times its intensity of radiation.

Q. State Lambert's cosine law

Ans LAMBERT'S cosINE LAW

The law states that the total emissive power E, froma radiating plane surface in any direction is

directly proportional to the cosine of the angle of emission. The angle of emission 0 is the angle
subtended by the normal to the radiating surface and the direction vector of emission of the receiving
surface. If E, be the total emissive power of the radiating surface in the direction of its normal, then

E, = E, cos e

The above equation is true only for diffuse radiation surface. The radiation emanating from a
point on a surface is termed diffused if the intensity, I, is constant. This law is also known as Lambert's
law of difuse radiation.

Q. Write the properties of a black body.
Ans

A black body has the following properties:

) It absorbs all the incident radiation falling on it and does not transmit or reflect regardless
of wavelength and direction.

(ii) It emits maximum amount of thermal radiations at all wavelengths at any specified
temperature.

(i) It is a diffuse emitter (i.e., the radiation emitted by a black body is independent of
direction).



Problem
Thermal radiation strikes a surface which has a

reflectivity of 0.55 and a transmissivity of 0.032.

The absorbed flux as measured indirectly by heating

effect works out to be 95 W/1. Determine the

rate of incident flux.

Solution From an energy balance,

C. + p + T = 1

Qa
+p +T= 1

or

+0.032 + 0.55 = 1Qu
QoOr

Incident flux Qo

1-0.032-0.55
95

= 227.27 W/m2
0.418



Problem:
Consider a system of concentric spheres of roie

r, and r2 (r2> r1). f r, = 5 cm, determine
radius

letermine
the

radius r, if it is desired to have the value of shape

factor F21 equal to 0.6.

Solution For the configuration of concentrieic
cylinders as depicted in, Fig.

F12 = 1

-O

Fig.

From reciprocity theorem
A F12 A2 F21

Substituting the relevent data,

47 (0.05)2x 1 =4Trx 0.6

0.0532
2 = 0.0645 mT2

0.6

= 6.45 cm



Q.Write short note on radiation shape factor.
Cns The fraction of the radiative energy that is

diffused from one surfare element and strikes the
other surface directly with no intervening
reflections."

The radiation shape factor is represented
by the symbol F which means the shape factor
from a surface A; to another surtace A Thus
the radiation shape factor F12 of surtace A to
surface A, is

direct radiation from surface
1 incident upon surface 2

12 total radiation fromemitting
surface 1

directed rcaliaton fem.utace-i ènideat upan surae-2

total radiation from emitn suace-i

Fm Stean-&albzman lasd,

C AToAT
A5,7T( (Fore WeeK bag)

O, 42 = &AiT1 Foc teal suface

Shape Factor depends upon:. Shape and size of surfaces
2. Orientation of surfaces w.rt each other
3. Distance between the surfaces



Q. State reciprocity theorem .

When two bodies are exchanging radiant energy with cach other, the shape factor relation
is given by the eqn. (12.12) ie.,

A, Fi-2A, F2-1

A,F A,In general, (Reciprocity theorem)

This reciprocal relation is particularly useful when one of the shape factors is unity.

Q.What is the shape factor ofa concave, convex and flat surface with itself?

A concave surface has a shape factor with itself because the radiant energy coming out
from one part of the surface is intercepted by the another part of the same surface. The

shape factor of a surface with respect to itself isF
For a flat or convex surface, the shape factor with respect to itself is zero (i.e., Fi- =0).
This is due to the fact that for any part of flat or convex surface, one cannot see/view any
other part of the same surface.

Q. What do you mean by radiation shields?

Ans: (i) Radiation heattransferbetween two surfaces can be reduced greatly

by inserting a thin, high-reflectivity (low-emissivity) sheet of material

between the two surfaces. Such highly reflective thin plates or shells are
called radiation shields

(i) The role of the radiation shield is to reduce the rate of radiation heat

transfer by placing additional resistances in the path of radiation heat
flow.The lower the emissivity of the shield, the higher the resistance.

Applications: 1. Multilayer radiation shields constructed of about 20 sheets

per cm thickness separated by evacuated space are commonly used in

cryogenic and space applications.

2.Radiation shields are also used in temperature measurements of fluids to

reduce the error caused by the radiation effect when the temperature sensor
is exposed to surfaces that are much hotter or colder than the fluid itself.

5ijanKunmar Jui



Problem
Radiant energy with an intensity of

800 W/m2 strikes a flat plate normally. The
absorptivity is twice the transmissivity and thrice
the reflectivity. Determine the rate of absorption,
transmission and reflection of energy.

Solution : From an energy balance,

a +p + T= 1

or a +t 1 a = 0.5455

: Absorption Qa

0.5455 x 800

= 436.40 W/m2
Transmission Q

T Qo

0.5455 x 800
3

= 145.47 W/m
Reflection Q,

P Ro

0.5455
x 800

2

218.20 W/m



Problem:
A furnace having inside temperature of 2250 K

has a glass circular viewing of 6 cm diameter. If
the transnissivity ofglass is 0.08, make calculations
for the heat loss from the glass window due tofor
radiation. 3

Solution : The radiation heat loss from the
glass window is given by

Q = , A T* x t

where t is the transmissivity of glass

Q 5.67x 10 x T (0.06)2 x 22504 x 0.08

= 328.53 W



Q. Write short notes on Radiosity and Irradiation.

Ans: .Radiosity () indicates the total radiant
energy leaving a surface per unit time per
unit surface area. It comprises the original
emittance from the surface plus the reflected
portion of any radiation incident upon it.

Irradiaton (G) denotes the total radiant
energy incident upon a surface per unit time
per unit area; some of it may be reflected
to become a part of the radiosity of the
surface.

RadiosityJ=E*pG

IrradiationG

EmittanceE

Reflected portion of
irradiationpG

TTTTTTTT7T7iTTTTTTT7TITITTTT7777777TTT77777

Opaque, non-black surface

For an opaque non-black surface of
constant radiation characteristics, the total
radiant energy () leaving the surface is the
sum of its original emittance (E) and the energy
reflected (pG) by it out of the irradiation (G)
impinging on it. Hence

J= E + pG = e E, + pG
where Eh is the emissive power of a pertect
black body at the same temperature.



Q. Define 'surface resistance and space resistance

Surface resistance:: The texm or factor (Erlatad
to the sunface pnpntias gthe cadiating body is called
Surface resistance to rradiation hat trankar.

(nA

w
1

Space rcesizkance The tarm en fackor () )is called
12space rrasigtanca emd t ts dua t the distanee bt

the 2eemgt he radiahng undaces bedis

Q12
J2J wwwww

A F2

(O42net
Ep2ww. ww . W

11-
A E A2E2A F2

Fig.- Electrical network representing space and surface resistance to radiation

0Bijanumar (fri



1. What is the difference between diffusion and radiation heat transfer ?

Diffusion heat transfer is due to random molecular motion. Neighboring molecules move
randomly and transfer energy between one another however there is no bulk motion.
Radiation heat transfer, on the other hand, is the transport of heat energy by electromagnetic
waves. All bodies emit thermal radiation. In particular, notice that unlike diffusion, radiation
heat transfer does not require a medium and is thus the only mode of heat transfer in space.
The time scale for radiative heat transfer is much smaller than diffusive heat transfer.

2.Define a black surface

A black surface is defined by three criteria:

it absorbs all radiation that is incident on it

it emits the maximum energy possible fora given temperature and wavelength of

radiation (according to Planck's law)

the radiation emitted by a blackbody is not directional (it is a diffuse emitter)

A black surface is the perfect emitter and absorber of radiation. It is an idealized concept (no

surface is exactly a black surface), and the characteristics of real surfaces are compared to

that of an ideal black surface.

3.What is the range of values for the emissivity of a surface ?

The emissivity e ranges between 0 and 1.

4.What are the conditions to be satisfied for the application of a thermal
circuit ?

he problem must be a steady state, one-dimensional heat transfer problem.

5. What is a graysurface?

A Gray surface is defined as one for which the emissivity (e) and the absorptivity

() are independent ofwavelength (2).

6. What is a diffuse surface ?

A diffuse surface is defined as one for which the emissivity (e) and the absorptivity

(a) are independent ofdirection (9).

7. Ifa surface emits 200 Wat a temperature of T, how much energy will it emit

at a temperature of 2T?

Since E TA, a 2-fold increase of temperature brings a (2) = 16-fold increase in energy.

Thus the surface will emit (16)(200) 3200 W.

8. A greenhouse has an enclosure that has a high transmissivity at short
wavelengths and a very low transmissivity (almost opaque) for high

wavelengths. Why does a greenhouse get warmer than the surrounding air

during clear days ? Will it have a similar effect during clear nights ?

Solar radiation is skewed towards shorter wavelengths. On a clear day the glass of the
greenhouse admits a large proportion of the incident radiation. Inside the greenhouse, the

various surfaces (plants etc.) reflect the radiation; but the reflected radiation is spectrally

different, having more of a high wavelength contribution. Thus the reflected radiation is not

transmitted well by the glass, and is reflected back into the greenhouse. The interior heats up

due to this 'trapped' radiation. The same effect will not be seen on a clear night, since there is

no solar radiation.



Example 12.21. A hot ingot casting 25 cm (length) x 25 cm (width) x 1.8 m (height) at a
temperature of 1200 K is strippedfrom its mould. The casting is made to stand on the end onthefloor
ofa large foundry whose wall, floor and roof can be assumed to be at 290 K temperature. f the
emissivity of casting material is 0.8, calculate the net heat exchange between the casting and the
room.

Solution. The rate of radiant heat exchange between the ingot and the room is given by

2 (Fp124,G(T- T)
where, A, = Area of the ingot = (0.25 x 0.25) +4 x 0.25 x 1.8 = 1.8625 m2

The configuration corresponds to a completely enclosed body, and small compared with the
enclosing body, i.e. A, «A, and F1- 1. Hence

=E = 0.8
1-E1 +1 +0

-2

1200-012 0.8 x 1.8625 x5.67
100

= 174586 W or 174.586 kW (Ans.)
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Problem
A gray surface has an emissivity e = 0.35 at a
tenperature of b50 K source. If the surface is
opaque, calculate its reflectivity for a black body
Tadiation cO1ing fron1 a 550 K source.

(b) A small 25 mm square hole is made in the
thin-walled door of a furnace whose inside walls
are at 920 K. If the emissivity of the walls is

0.72, calculate the rate at which.radiant energy
escapes froni the furnace through the hole to th

T0011.

Solution : The requirement that. all of the

radiant energy striking any surface may be

accounted for is

Here
() T = 0 as the surface is opaque

(i) a = E = 0.35

This is in accordance with Kirchoff's law
which states that absorptivity equals emissivity
under the same temperature conditions.

Reflectivity.P t ti7
1-(a + t), r

1 (0.35+ 0) 0.65

Thus the surface reflects 65 percent of
incident energy coming froma source at 550 KK

(b) The small'hole acts as a black body
and accordingly the rate at which radiant
energy leaves the hole is

E=o, AT
s 5:67 x 103 (0.025x 0.025) x920

25.38 watts : 20 3

Note:The data abouttheemissivity of the, inside
wall is not needed.



Problemn
Measurements were made of the monochromatic
absorptivity and nonochromnatic hemispherical
irradiation incident on an opaque surface, and

the variation of these parameters with wavelength
may be approximated by the results shown in

Fig. 7.8. Determine the absorbed radiant flux, the

total hemispherical absorptivity and the total
reflectivity of the surface.
Solution: Incident flux

800 (8 - 2) = 4800 W/m2
Absorbed radiant flux

o,FE d

= (1x800)da+(0.5x800)d

= 800 (4 2) + 400 (8 4)
3200 W/m2

Absorptivity a
3200/4800 0.667

The requirement that all the radiant energy
striking any surface may be accounted for is

o+T+P 1

Here, t = 0 as the surface is opaque and
therefore reflectivity of the surface is

800

A, um

fp = 1 - a
= 1 - 0.667 = 0.333



Example 11.1. The effective temperature of a body having an area of 0.12 m2 is 527°C.
Calculate the following:

(i) The total rate of energy emission,
(ii) The intensity of normal radiation, and

Solution. Given: A = 0.12 m; T= 527 + 273 = 800 K

()The total rate of energy emission,E,
E, = G AT W (watts)

(800
= 5.67 x 10 x0.12 x(800 = 5.67 x 0.12 x 002786.9W(Ans)

Gi) The intensity of normalradiation,

where E,isin Wm K*

800)5.67 x
\100 = 7392.5 W/m sr (Ans.)

Gi) The wavelength of maximum monochromatic emissive power, a
From Wien's displacement law,

mar 2898 umK

2898 2898= 3.622um (Ans.)
800

or, Nmax
T

Example 112. Assuming the sun to be a black body emitting radiation with maximum intensity
at = 0.49 um,calculate the following:

(i) The surface temperature of the sun, and
(ii) The heat flux at surface of the sun.
Solution. Given: ma 0.49 um
) The surface temperature of the sun, T:

According to Wien's displacement law,

PmR 2898 umk

7=2898 2898
= 5914 K (Ans.)

0.48
(i) The heat flux at the surface of the sun, (E),. :

(E) =T= 5.67 x 10*T*=5.67
100

= 5.67x = 6.936 x 10" W/m(Ans.)
100

Example 11.3. Calculatethefollowingfor an industrialfurnace in theform ofa black body and
emitting radiation at2500°C:

(i) Monochromatic emissive power at 1.2 jum length,
(i) Wavelength at which the emission is maximum,

(ii) Maximum emissive power,
(iv) Total emissive power, and

()Total emissive power ofthefurmace ifit is assumed as a real surface with emissivity equal to
0.9.

Solution. Given: T= 2500+273 = 2773K; A = 1.2 um, e = 0.9
) Monochromatic emissive power at 1.2 pn length, (E),

According to Planck's law

(E)
exp71

=



C 3.742 x 103 W.um'im = 0.3742 x 10-3 W,.m*hm?, and

C = 14388 x 102 mK

where,

Substituting the values, we get

0.3742x10 x(1.2x10 1.5x10
(E) 2.014 x 1012 W/m (Ans.)

1.4388 x 102
exp

74.48
-1

1.2x 10 x 2773

i) Wavelength at which the emission is maximum, ma
Accodrding to Wien's displacement law,

2898 2898
27731.045 jum (Ans.)max

T

(ii) Maximum emissive power, (Emax:
(E mas 1.285 x 10-5 T' W/m? per metre length Eqn. (11.19)1

= 1.285 x 105 x (2773) = 2.1 x 102 W/m* per metre length (Ans.)

[Note: At high temperature the difference between (E), and E)ma is very small .

iv) Total emissive power, E,

E, = oT= 5.67 x 10-(2773)* =5.67|
2773

3.352 x 10 W/m?. (Ans.)
100

()Total emissive power, E with emissivity (e) = 0.9

2773
E

=e0T =0.9 x 5.67| 3.017 x 10 W/m2. (Ans.)
100



SHAPE FACTOR ALGEBRA AND SALIENT FEATURES OF
THE SHAPE FACTOR

In order to compute the shape factor for certain geometric arrangements for which shape factors
or equations are not available, the concept of shape factor as fraction of intercepted energy, and
reciprocity theorem can be used. The shape factors for these geometries can be derived in terms of
known shape factors ofother geometries. The interrelation between various factors is called shape
factor algebra.

For the calculation of shape factors for specific geometries and for the analysis of radiant heat
exchange between surfaces, the following facts and properties will be useful:

1. The shape factor is purely a function of geometric parameters only.

2. When two bodies are exchanging radiant energy with each other, the shape factor relation
is given by the eqn. (12.12) i.e.,

A, F2 A, F2-1

A,FA, ..(Reciprocity theorem)In general,

This reciprocal relation is particularly useful when one of the shape factors is unity.

3. When all the radiation emanating from a convex surface 1 is intercepted by the enclosing
surface 2, the shape factor of convex surface with respect to the enclosure F-2 is unity.
Then in conformity with reciprocity theorem, the shape factor F2-1 is merely the ratio of
areas.

ie., when surface A, is entirely convex, say a sphere, completely enclosedbyA, then
according to reciprocity relation, we have

A, F2 A, Fz2 and A =4, F21

(: F-2 1, as surfacel completely sees surface 2)

F2 (ie., ratio of areas), and F2-1 + Fa2=1or
A,

In this case, the black body radiation exchange is

Q12 A, G(7-T,)
A concave surface has a shape factor with itself because the radiant energy coming out
from one part of the surface is intercepted by the another part of the same surface. The

shape factor of a surface with respect to itself is F

For a lat or convex surface, theshape factor with respect to itself is zero (i.e., F = 0).

This is due to the fact that for any part of flat or convex surface, one cannot see/view any
other part of the same surface.

5.

ReceivinggReceiving A surfacesurface A

A4 t A

F13
As

AsRadiating
surface F14

A

Radiating
A AtA4 surface A

(6)(a)

Fig. 12.5. Relation between shape factors.



6. If two surfaces A, and A, are parallel and large, radiation occurs across the gap between
them so that A, = A, and all radiation emitted by one falls on the other; then

F2F=1
7. If one of the two surfaces (say A) is divided into sub-areas A A .A then

A,Fy2 An Fn- .(12.15)

Refer to Fig. 12.5 (a) : Radiating surface A, has been split up into areas A and A; we have

A, F1- A FatA, Fa2
F1-2 Fa-2+Fa2Evidently.

Thus if the radiant surface is subdivided, the shape factor for that surface with respect to
the receiving surface is not equal to the sum of the individual shape factors.

Refer to Fig. 12.5 (b): Receiving surface A, has been divided into subareas A, and A

we have

A, F-2A, FL3 +A, F14

FFis+Fj4or

Obviously the shape factor from a radiating surface to a subdivided receiving surface is

simply the sum of individual shape factors.



Example 12.2. Calculate the shape factors for the configurations shown in the Fig. 12.7.

Solution. The shape factors can be worked out by using summation rule, the reciprocity theorem
and from the inspection ofgeometry.

)A black body inside a black enclosure:

puus

A tube with cross-section ofA black body inside
a black enclosure

Hemispherical surface
and a plane surfacean equilateral triangle

(ii) (iin)

Fig. 12.7

Fa- ..Because al radiation emanating
from the black surface is inter
cepted by the enclosing surface 1.

F+Fi . By summation rule for radiation
from surface I

A, Fi-2 AFa . By reciprocity theorem

F F2-

F1-F.=1 -Fa=1- (:Fa=1)

Hence, 1- Ans)

(i) A tube with cross-section of an equilateral triangle:

F+F+F = 1

F1-0
. By summation rule

Because the flat surface I cannot
e itself.

FtF1
F1-2 F13 = 0.5 (Ans.)

Similarly, considering radiation from surface 2:

.. By symmetry

Fa+FaatF23 =1

2-+F23 l

2-3-F2
A, Fi-2 AF2-1

( F22 0)

. By reciprocity theorem

F F=Fh2
F2-3 1-F=1 -0.5 =0.5 (Ans.)

(A=A)

(ii) Hemispherical surface and a plane surface:

F+F-2 =1 By summation rule

A,F1-2 A, F2-1 By reciprocity theorem

FiaF
F2But, ... Because all radiation emanating

from the black surface 2 are
interecpted by the enclosing
surface 1.

F-2AA2T 0.5 (Ans.)Tr
Thus in case of a hemispherical surface half the radiation falls on surface 2 and the other half is

intercepted by the hemisphere itself.



Table .Geometric (F,-) and interchange fi-) factors

S.No. Configuration Geometric factor (F-) Interchange factor 12)

11-1
E

Infinite parallel planes

1,A1Infinitely long concentric
cylinders orconcentric spheres

2.

E3. Body 1 (Small) enclosed

by body 2

1.A-14. Body 1(large) enclosed by
body 2 Ae
Two rectangles with common
side at right angles to each

5.

other



Example 12.18. A refractory material which has e = 0.4 at 1500 Kand e = 0.43 at 1420 K is

exposed to black furnace walls at 1500 K. What is the rate of gain of heat radiation per m

area? (M.U.)

Solution. Taking the mean temperature and mean emissivity of the heated body, we get

1420 +1500
T = 1460 K

2

0.40+0.45 - 0.415
2

Now using the formula for parallel walls, we have

(1460
100

1 -7 5.67||00

-1 i'o415E
0.415 x5.67 (154- 14.6) = 12207 W/m?= 12.2 kW/m* (Ans.)

Example 12.19. Determine the rate of heat loss by radiation
from a steel tube of outside diameter 70 mm and 3 m long at a
temperature of 227° C if the tube is located within a square brick
conduit of 0.3 m side and at 270 C. Take e (steel) = 0.79 and e
(brick) = 0.93.

Steel tube(1)

Brick conduit (2)

(AMIE Summer, 1999; P.U., 1998)

Solution. Given: d= 70 mm = 0.07 m, L= 3m;

T = 227 +273 = 500 K;

T2 27+273 = 300 K; e, =0.79; e, =0.93.
The rate of heat loss, 0:
The heat transfer is given by Fig. 12.31

A (7-T) Eqn.12.24)

Now, AP
TTX 0.07

4x0.3
= 0.183

Substituting the values in the above equation, we get

(Tx 0.07 x 3)x 5.67|500 300

100 100

L 1
x0.183

0.79
l093-']x0.183

3.74 (625-81) - 1589.7 W (Ans.)
1.266+0.0138



Example 12.3. Explain the meaning of the term geometricfactor in relation to heat exchange by
radiation. Derive an expression for the geometric factor Fi, for the inside surface of a black
hemispherical cavity of radius R with respect to itself. (U.P.S.C., 1994)

Solution. Geometric factor is defined as the fraction of
radiative energy that is diffused from one surface element and
strikes the other surface directly with no intervening reflection.

LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL

1
The geometric factor depends only on the specific

geometry of the emitter and the collection surfaces.
The geometric factor is represented by the symbol

Fwhich means the shape factor from a surface A,
to another surface A Thus, the geometric factor

Fof surface A, to surface A, is

TTTTiTTi
Fig. 12.8

Direct radiation from surface 1incident upon surface 2
F2 Total radiation from emitting surface

Geometric factor F for the inside surface of a black hemispherical cavity of radius R with
respect to itself.

tR
27tR

= 0.5 (Ans.)

Example 12.31. For a hemisphericalfurmace, theflatfloor is at 700 K and has an emissivity of
0.5. The hemispherical roof is at 1000 K and has emissivity of O.25. Find the net radiative heat
transferfrom roof to floor.

Solution: Given: T, = 700 K; e, = 0.5; T, = 1000 K; E = 0.25
Q12 from floor to roof)

A o(-T)

In thiscase A,=t^and A, = * 2 TP

05, F.a 1

41000
Fig. 12.38. Hemispherical furnace.

Ix5.67700
100 100Q (1-0.5+10.25

W/m
(1-0.25x0.5

0.5

1x5.67(2401-10000)=-12310.4 W/m
3.5

The -ve sign indicates that floor gains the heat.

e2 12310.4 W/m* (Gain) (Ans.)



Problemn
Determine the radiation heat flux between two

closely spaced, black parallel plates radiating only
to each other if their temperatures are 850 K and

425 K respectively. Recalculate the heat flux
presuming that each of the parallel plates has an

emissivity of 0.5. In each case, the plates have an
area of 4 m2
Solution: The configuration factor F12

considers the orientation and geometry of the

black radiatiing surfaces; how the two surfacess
view each other and to what extent the two
surfaces radiate solely to each other. The
interchange factorf2 allows for the departure
of the two surfaces from complete blackness;
a function of the emissivities of the two
surfaces.

For the black parallel plates radiating only
to each other, Fi2 = 1 and then the radiant
heatexchange is:

2 Fip A,o,(7 -T)
= 1x 4 x (5.67 x 10-*)

x (8504 4254)
10 x 10-3 W

For the gray surfaces, the heat exchange
S.

12 (F12 Ao,(T-7)
The gray body factor (F)12 is equal to

F1

For the given configuration of parallelplates which see each other and nothing else,
Fi2= 1 and A^ = A2

(FhaTeL+1+
E1 E2

- 1
E2E

0.333

and Q12 =0.333 4 x (5.67 x 10-5)

x (8but - 425)
= 37 x 10-3 W

It may be noted that if the emissivity of
each plate is one-half of a black body, heat

flux is reduced by a factor of 3.



Example 12.24. Calculate the heat transfer rate per m> area by radiation between the surfaces
of two long cylinders having radii 100 mm and 50 mm respectively. The smaller cylinder being in the
larger cylinder. The axes of the cylinders are parallel to each other and separated by a distance of20
mm. The surfaces ofinnerand outer cylinders are maintained at 127o C and 27° Crespectively. The
emissivity of both the surfaces is O.5.

Assume the medium between the two cylinders is non-absorbing. (PU.)

Solution. Given: r, = 50 mm = 0.05 m; r, = 100 mm = 0.1 m, T, = 127 + 273 = 400 K,

T = 27+273 300 K, E, = e, = 0.5.
The heat transfer between two concentric or eccentric cylinders is given by

A -T)(O12nct(1

A2 TL_i
A 2 TnL h

Here 1-21and
Substituting the values, we have

300|
(100

400

net(1-0.+1+05 0.05

1x5.67
100 992.25

2.5396.9 W/m2 (Ans.)

5 .1
Example 12.25. A long cylindrical heater 25 mm in diameter is maintained at 660° C and has

surface resistivity of 0.8. The heater is located in a large room whose walls are at 27° C. How much will
the radiant heat transferfrom the heater be reduced if it is surrounded by a 300 mm diameter radiation
shield ofaluminium haivng an emissivity of0.2? What is the temperature of the shield? (M.U.)

300
Solution. Given:r== 12.5 mm = 0.0125 m;r = 150 mm =0.15 m; T =660 +273

933 K; T= 27+273 = 300 K; e, = 0.8, e, (shield) = 0.2.

Considering L is the length of the heater, the heat lost by the heater to the room is given by

A,e,o T-T1
where suffix 'l' belongs to heater and T, is the room wall temperature.

=2TLx 0.8 x5.67|95300
= 2 Tx0.0125 Lx 0.8 x5.67 (9.334- 3) = 0.356 L (7577.5 -81)

100

2of q 0.356 (7577.5 -81) = 2668.7 W
=

2.67 kW/m

When the cylinder is enclosed in a radiation shield then the heat flow is given by

A - = A,E,G (T,-T,)

as heat lost by heater to shield is further lost by shield to the room, where suffix 3' belongs to
shield.

2 TG -T)_2Tn o(T-T



From the above equation, first we have to find out the value of T3

-T5)- G-7)

Now substituting the given values in the above equation, we get

0.0125 (933 -T) 0.15 (7-300*)

O.8 02-1x
0.0125

0.0125(933-5) - 0.03 (T-300*)

0.15 0.2

1.58
9334-T = 3.792 (7,-300) =

3.792 7-3.792 x 300
4.792 T = 933+3.792 x 300 = 300 (3.792 +93.55)

T= 20.3 x (300)* or T,=636.8 K or 363.8° C (Ans.)

of
of,
or,

Substituting this value in eqn. (i), we get

2Tx0.15x5.67||0.3
= 1.0688 (1644.4-81)

0.2
1670 W/m= 1.67kW/m

Percentage reduction in heat flow

-x 100-2.67-1.67
x10037.45% (Ans.)



Example 12.29. Determine heat lost by radiation per metre length of 80 mm diameter pipe at
300° C, if

(i) located in a large room with red brick walls at a temperature of 27° C
(i) enclosed in a 160 mm diameter red brick conduit at a temperature of 27° C. (PU.)

Take e(pipe)=0.79 ande (brick conduit)=0.93.

80 160
Solution. Given: r, = 40 mm= 0.04 m;r= 80 mm =0.08 m;

T = 300+ 273 =573 K;:T,=27+273 = 300K,e,= 0.79; e, =0.93.
The heat flow between two bodies is given by

A G-)(5 A
()If the pipe is located in a room, then

AAG asF,,= 1 and A <1

A,e G(7-T)

(2Tx0.04x 1)x0.79x5.67373 300
100

1.126 (1078-81)= 1122.6 W/m (Ans.)

(i) If the pipe is located in a conduit then,

0.04
0.5F- =l and

0.08

A G-7)7

2 Tx 0.04x1x5.67 573
2 Tx 004 x lX>.0 L100 100 1.126 (1078 81)

300)

(1-0.79+1+0.93x0 0.5
1.3031-0.93

0.79
= 861.5 Wm (Ans.)

Reduction in heat flow by enclosing in conduit
= 1122.6-861.5=261.1 W/m



Example 12.27. Three hollow thin walled cylinders having diameters 10 cm, 20 cm and 30cm

are arranged concentricaly. The temperatures of the innermost and outermost cylindrical sufaces
are 100 K and 300 K respectively. Assuming vacuum between the annular spaces, find ihe steady

state temperature attained by the cylindrical surface having diameter of20 cm.

Take E, = e, = e, = 0.05. (M.U. 1998)

Hollow thin-walled
cylinders

20
Solution. Given: , 5 cm, r== 10 cm, r= 15 cm;7,= 100 K,

T 300 K, e, =e,=e,=0.05.
Temperature, 7;:

Referring to the Fig.1 ,we can write

A G-7)_ A -7

where all the areas are surface areas of the cylinders.

As F F2-1 ande, =e,=E, (given) = 0.05

A -7 A-7

A 05 and -007
Substituting the values in eqn. (i), we get

2T Lr)
O0O-1x0.67

7-T G/)G-T)
20+19x 0.5 20+ 19 x0.67

T-72 (-7)T-T

2T L-T)
0.05005-1)x05

0.05

29.5 32.73 16.3

100-100 - -300
1- = 1.8 (-81) wherex

1 - = 1.8x-145.8
2.8x = l46.8

x=2. 2.0

2.69 orT, = 2.69 x 100 = 269 K (Ans)
100



Example 12.26. Three thin walled infinitely long hollow
cylinders of radii 5 cm, 10 cm and 15 cm are arranged
concentrically as shown in Fig. 12.35. T, =

1000 K and T, = 300
K.

Assuming E, = E, = E, = 0.05 and vacuum in the spaces
between the cylinders, calculate the steady state temperature of
cylindrical surface 2 and heat flow per m? area of cylinder 1.

PU)

Solution. Given:,=5cm;r=10cm; r,=15cm;7, = 1000 K; T
300 K

E E = 0.05.

For steady state heat flow,
Fig. 12.35

A T -T) A -7)

In this case Fi-a=F23= 1; and

=0.5

15-067
2xn L00)-(YT

(100 n (300
100

1( x05 1 x0.67
0.05 (10000-*)_0.1(-81)

29.5 32.73
29.5x0.

(1000-) = 32.73x 0.05(-81) = 1.8 (- 81)

2.8x = 10000 145.8 = 9854.2

of

x = 2 --77of

7.7 or T,= 770 KOr,
100

Heat flow per m- area of cylinder 1,

A -TT
i+

Ix5.67|100770
100 100en 1-0.051+005005+1+L-0.05

5.67 x (10000-3515.5= 1246.4w (Ans.)

x0.5

29.5



Example 12.39. Calculate the net radiant heat exchange per m* area for two large parallel
plates at temperatures of427° Cand 27° C respectively. e (hot plate) = 0.9 and e (cold plate) = 0.6.

fa polished aluminium shield is placed between them, find the percentage reduction inthe
heat transfer, e (shield) =0.4

Solution. Given:T= 427+273=700 K:T,=27
+273= 300K;E, (hot platc) = 0.9, e, (cold plate) =

0.6,e, (shield) =0.4.

Net radiant heat exchange per ms area:

(PU)

Radiation
shield

HotIn the absence of radiation shicld the heat flow
plate Coldbetween plates I and 2 is given by

plate

a(T-1)Eqn.(12.21)

s7-l
09061

13154.4
1.7777402.6 W.(Ans.)

Fig. 12.47

Percentage reduction in the heat transfer fMow:

When a shicld is placed between the plates 1 and 2, then

AG-) Aa-71 1

( 100-100 n-300
100

of 0.904-1 0.4 0.6
- 81

25+1.67 -1
240 whereOl 1.11+ 25-1 100J

25.112401- 5.67 -81)=0.9782=(-81)Or.

1.9782 = 2480.2 t=1253.8Of,

x =1 =(1253.8)14 = 5.95 or 7,= 595 K
100

o-567 100S
,L-1 100

6507.2 259.1 W
25.11

Reduction in heatlow due to shield

(2n1n=7402.6-259.1 =7143.5 W

7143.5
=96.5% (Ans.)or, Percentage reduction=

7402.6



Example 12.40. Determine the radiant heat exchanger in WIn? between two large parallel steel
plates of emissivities O.8 and 0.5 held at temperatures of 1000 K and 500 K respectively, if a thin
copper plate of emissivity 0.1 is introduced as a radiation shield between the two plates. Use

G= 5.67 x 10* Wlm K.
Solution. Given: T= 1000 K;E, = 0.8, T,= 500 K; E,=0.5,E, =0.1.

(U.P.S.C., 1995)

Copper plate

Steel plate

Steel plate

0.8 0.1 -0.5

1000 K 500 K

Fig. 12.48

Radiant heat exchange in W/m,(1na

( nc Ao(-T) Eqn. (12.54)]We know that,

For A = I m?, we have

S.671000-500
100

5.67 (10000-625)
(02.5+ 10 -1) + (10+ 2-1) =2501.S W/m2 (Ans.)

Example 12.41. Consider twolargeparallelplates one at ,=727°C with emissivity e, = 0,.8 and
other ati = 227°C with emissivity E = 0.4. An aluminium radiation shield with an emissivity,
E 0.05 on both sides is placed behween the plates. Calculate the percentage reduction in heat
transfer rate between the two plates as a result of the shield.

Use G = 5.67x 10* W/n K'.

Solution.Given:7,= +273*C=727+273 = 1000K:e =0.8;
T=4+273°C=227+273=500 K:e,=0.4;

e0.05; G= 5.67 x 10-*W/m*K4.

(GATE, 1995

Without shield, Q (per unit area)

s60700-s00)
100

1 -10.8 0.4

5315619329 W
2.75

Without shield,



AGT-7)A (7-T)

1 E2
Radiation shield

1000

100 Plate100or, \100
L+-10.05 0.4

-625

Plate
1

0.8 0.005

10000

1.25+20-1 20+2.5-1

10000- =1 625)
10000- = 0.942 (-625)

= 0.942 x-588.75

Or,

or,

1.942 10588.75 or x=8.59

T = 100 x8.59 = 859 K

1000 859

100

Or,

1000 K 500 K

Fig. 12.49

100 4555.3224.9W(Q13 netPer unit area) =
20.25

0.8 0.05
Reduction in heat flow due to shield

pne-ne 19329-224.9=19104.1W

. Percentage reduction in heat transfer
19104.1100

= 98.84% (Ans.)
19329

Example 12.42. The large parallel plates with emissivities 0.3 and 0.8 exchange heat. Find the
percentage reduction when a polished aluminium shield of emissivity 0.04 is placed between them.
Use the method of electrical analogy. (P.U. Winter, 1997)

Solution.Given:e, =0.3;e=0.8;e,=0.04
Consider all resistances (surface resistances and space resistances) per unit surface area

For steady state heat flow,

E- Eps Eps -Ep2

:A =A,=A, = Im*and F F3=1

-7
1 -1

(T-Tof

T-T
1 -1

-
0.04 0.8-1

-77-7
4

0.3 0.04

27.33 25.25



Radiation
shield

Ep2Jo -0 ww-oo w-- -o ww-o ww

1-1 1-4 F

Fig. 12.50

T-7525.25 (T-7;Of,

= 1.08(7-T)=1.087- 1.08 T
2.087 T+ 1.08 T

...)T 208 (7f+ 1.087,)=0.48 (7+ 1.087Of.

e (heat flow without shield)

.i)TI 3.58

2 0.3 0.8

13 (heat flow with shield)

27.331 03 0.04
3

Percentage reduction in heatflow due to shield

2

C=g G-T)/27.33
o (7 -T)/3.58

= 1
- 0.131 -0.48 (7+ 1.08 7)



1 -0.131| 0.437 -0.52 7T

-T
=1-0.1310.52(-7
= 1-0.131 x0.52 = 0.932 or 93.2% (Ans.)

Example 12.43. Two large parallel plates with e = 0.5 each, are maintained at different
temperatures and are exchanging heat only by radiation. Two equally large radiation shields
with surface emissivity 0.05 are iniroduced in parallel to the plates. Find the percentage reduction
in net radiative heat transfer. (M.U)

Solution. Given: e, = 0.5; e, =0.05
Consider all resistances per unit surface area.

() When shields are not used:
Radiation

Plates shields

(a) b)

Fig. 12.51

()without shields

C
1 -1

=0.33 Cwhere C= o (T-TN
0.5 0.5

ii) When shields are used:

(T-T) ...Eqn. 12.62]
Qwith shields - (2+1)

-3
p

C=0.012345 C
81

0.5 0.05



Cwithout shields )with shields

(Q)wvithout shields
Percentage reduction in heat flow = 100

()withshiclds- x 100 = 1
-U.012345 C

0.33 C
-

()withoutsthields

96.26% (Ans.)

Example 12.44. Consider two large parallel plates, one at 1000 K with emissivity 0.8 and other
is at 300 K having emissivity 0.6. A radiation shield is placed between them. 1he shieldhas emissivity
as 0.1 on the side facing hot plate and 0.3 on the side facing cold plate. Calculate percentage
reduction in radiation heat transfer as a result of radiation shield. (P.U. 20000)

Solution. Given:7,= 1000 K.e, =0.8.T,= 300 K,e =0.6. =0.1.%=0.3.
(a) The heat transfer per m- area between two parallel plates by radiation is given by

2-
-7 5.67 /300

0.8 06
100

5.67(10-3)|
1.25+1.67-1 29292 Wm-or 29.292 kW/m2

-Radiation shield

Hot Cold Hot Cold

Eh

2 2
(a) (6)

Fig. 12.52

(6) When a radiation shield is kept between two plates, then for thermal equilibrium, we can write

.1)

E2

where T, is the temperature of the shield and Eh and ez. are the emissivitics of the shield towards hot
plate surface and cold plate surface.

Substituting the given values in eqn. (1), we get

00
0.8 0.3 0.6*0.T



(10)- -3 where x 1001.25+10-1 3.33+1.67 -1

-8110000
F

10.25 4

(10000-) = (-81)=2.56.x*-207.36

Or, 3.56 = 10207.36

T _10207.36=7.32
or,

00 3.56
T 732K

The heat flow per m* area when shield is located is given by

or,

I)
S.671000

-1

732
1005.6100

+ -1
3h 0.8 0.1

5.67 (10-7.32*)5.67 (10000 -2871)

1.25+10 - 1 10.25
3943.5 W/mor 3.943 kW/m2

Percentage reduction in heat flow

Q-x100

29.292 3.943
x 100 = 86.54% (Ans.)

29.292


